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Dimmable 320W, pulse-start lamp has an
average rated life of more than 20,000 hours.

DriveRx

VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE CABLE
1000 VOLT – CSA
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Spec the Leader in Pulse Start
Venture’s Uni-Form® pulse start metal halide lighting lamp and ballast systems:
• 25% more mean lumens on average
• Shrouded open fixture protection than competitive pulse start products
Meets NEC requirements and ANSI
criteria for open fixture use
• Maximum light output
• Continuous operation, no shut-off
• Longer lamp life with improved
required
lumen maintenance
• UV Shield® technology blocks nearly
• Hot restart in less than half the time
all ultraviolet light reducing UV
of traditional metal halide systems
damage to merchandise and signage
and 50% faster warm-up
• Less breakage during shipping
• Exclusive formed body arc tube
thanks to stronger weldless
with “tipless” design is shaped
mount construction
to follow the curve of the arc stream
• Double your warranty on lamp/ballast
systems with the “One Call”
limited warranty

To know more about Venture® products please contact
venture@standardpro.com or 800-361-6965
and ask about this Venture advertisement
© 2005 Venture Lighting International. Photo: © Héctor Armando Herrera

Venture, Uni-Form and UV Shield are registered trademarks of Venture Lighting International Standard Products are a trademark of Standard Products
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I

couldn’t be more pleased with the
result of January’s federal election.
Not necessarily because I voted for
Harper’s party but, like many others,
I felt it was time to shake things up in
Ottawa. And while I’m not from out
West, I’ve now spent enough time
there, talking to Canadians there, to
know that it was time they had some
better representation in Parliament.
The West has felt disenfranchised
for quite some time now, and while I
won’t go so far as to support an Alberta
Separatist Party (believe me, fellow
Easterners, there has been talk), I do
think it is right and fair for the party in
power to represent Canadians equally
from coast to coast.
It is a sad reflection on today’s society,
though, that despite all the advances in
communications and travel, Canadians
seem to be growing further apart. Is it
because we really think we’re so
different from each other, or do folks
sometimes feel ‘different’ simply because
they think the rest of the country sees
them as being different?
For example, after heading out West
several times over the past year to meet
with the industry players there (i.e.
CECA Conference in Jasper, BCEA

Showcases in Victoria and Vancouver),
I have to admit I felt a little awkward
being one of the handful Easterners
surrounded by all those Westerners. I
felt different, but not because anyone
told me I was. After all, we all spoke the
same language, laughed at the same
jokes, ate the same food, and so on.
I soon realized my anxiety was all in
my head.
Another thing I realized was that
some Westerners perceived Electrical
Business magazine as “that publication
from out East”.
Truth be told, I found this rather
confusing, seeing as Electrical Business
mails out to subscribers in all provinces
and territories, with many loyal readers
in the West. (In fact, I’ve got the thirdparty-qualified numbers to prove it.)
EB has covered the events mentioned
above, and we’ll be front-and-centre at
the upcoming S&D Conference in Banff
in May and the CECA Conference in
Victoria in June.
Call me naive, but to me, covering
an event in British Columbia is no
different than covering last year’s S&D
Conference in Montreal or this year’s
MEET Show in Moncton, N.B. It’s all
Canada, populated by Canadians...
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plain and simple. To borrow from an
old expression, I don’t run into any
strangers, only friends I have not met.
Though a national magazine, covering news and events from across the
country, Electrical Business is sometimes perceived as a stranger... as “not
from around these parts”. Granted,
our offices are in Ontario (we could
move them to Edmonton, but the
commute would be murder), but with
technology being what it is, we’re just
a phone call or e-mail away.
EB is Canada’s national electrical
magazine for a reason: our mandate is
to represent and report on the news
from all parts of the country, and feature articles of interest to the entire
Canadian electrical scene. We encourage all members of the industry,
wherever you are, to talk to us so we
can get to know one another better.
For over 40 years, since it was conceived by Jack Kerr, Electrical Business
has been your magazine. Remember,
we’re no stranger... just a friend you
may not have met.

Some may argue that you can save a buck or two here and there using
counterfeits, knock-offs, fakes and what have you. They’ll also tell you
that there’s no harm in it, and no one gets hurt. Well, they’re dead wrong.
Counterfeit goods are bad for the economy, bad for industry, and bad for
business. And they could kill you. We think that after you check out the
cover story on page 8, as well as the feature on page 10, you’ll agree.
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INDUSTRY NEWS//
Building permits updates
(StatsCan reports Annual 2005 [preliminary]
and December 2005)
Canada’s building boom showed no
signs of abating in 2005, as the total value
of construction permits roared over the
$60-billion mark for the first time following a record month in December. In
fact, several monthly and annual records
were broken.
Contractors took out a record $60.7billion worth of building permits last year,
9.3% higher than the previous high of
$55.6 billion issued in 2004. The level
for December alone hit a record $6.3
billion. The annual level of permits has
now increased for 10 consecutive years.
Construction intentions for the year
reached new peaks in every province
except Newfoundland and Labrador,

Quebec and Manitoba. Last year’s surge
was due primarily to record investment
projects in the non-residential sector,
which amounted to $22 billion, up 17.6%
from the $18.7 billion issued in 2004.
Non-residential permits rose in every
province, except Quebec and Manitoba,
but it was the vigorous economies of
Alberta and British Columbia that
fuelled most of the gain. Were these two
provinces excluded, the annual value of
non-residential permits would have
risen only 3.3%.
In the housing sector, the value of
permits rose 5.1% to $38.7 billion in
2005, fuelled by strong demand for new
multi-family dwellings. The value of
single-family permits remained almost
unchanged. Again, Alberta and British
Columbia were behind this increase, as

the value of residential permits fell
1.5% in all other provinces and territories combined.
The demand for new housing clearly
remained strong. Municipalities authorized the construction of 238,830 new
dwelling units last year, down a slight 1.1%
from 2004, but still the second highest
number since 1987.
Regionally, double-digit growth was
recorded in the total value of permits in
every metropolitan area in the three
westernmost provinces. Annual gains in
Calgary, Edmonton and Vancouver
greatly surpassed increases in all other
metropolitan areas, thanks to strong
increases in both residential and nonresidential components. In contrast,
Toronto and Montreal showed the
biggest losses.

Non-residential sector
The value of commercial permits hit a record high
$12 billion, up 18.5% from 2004 and the second
annual record high in a row. A record value for hotel and
restaurant buildings and strong construction intentions
for office buildings were behind this huge increase.
The institutional component rose 17.4% to $6
billion, also a record high. This growth was based
mainly on strong construction intentions in the
education and medical categories.
Industrial construction intentions rose 15.1% to
$4 billion in 2005, the smallest annual gain among
the three. The main factor behind this gain was construction projects for manufacturing buildings and
in the utility and transportation categories.
Provincially, the largest annual increase (in dollars)
occurred in Alberta where the value of non-residential
permits soared 68.8% to a record $4.2 billion, thanks
to gains in all three components. In British Columbia,
the value of non-residential permits surged 54.7%
to $3.2 billion.
Gains were posted in 20 of the 28 census metropolitan areas in the non-residential sector last year.
The strongest growth occurred in Calgary, where the
value of permits surged 78.1% to $1.6 billion and
where all three components increased. This robust
growth was based mainly on strong construction
intentions in the office building category. Nonresidential permits also rose a significant 36.8% to
$1.7 billion in Vancouver.
Non-residential building construction benefited
from low interest rates throughout 2005, even though
contractors had to contend with higher construction
costs, which added upward pressure on amounts
invested. Strong retail sales, high levels of industrial
capacity utilization and tighter office vacancy rates
in several centres also contributed to the robust gains.

Housing

Helping you change the environment inside,
to help change the one outside.
Energy Advantage Long Life. A building can be part of the environment too.
And Philips can help make it happen.We’re a leader in turning work environments
into LEED-EB certified “green” environments, providing you with sustainable
lighting solutions like Philips Energy Advantage Long Life 25 Watt __ the lowest
energy consuming 4-foot T8 in the industry. It features low mercury levels, long
life and energy efficiency, helping you meet LEED-EB key requirements and
helping your building live within the environment too.
See what’s possible with Philips Lighting.

www.philips.com
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Demand in the residential sector shifted last year
toward multi-family dwellings. In 2005, they accounted
for 48.9% of all new dwelling units authorized, up
from 46% the year before. It was the highest proportion
since 1982 when they represented 51.2% of all new
units. The demand for single-family units declined
6.3% in 2005 as municipalities approved the construction of 122,090 new single units.
Despite the decrease in the number of units, the
value of permits for single-family dwellings rose 1%
to $25.2 billion, thanks to higher prices. On the
other hand, these high prices led to the shift in demand
toward multi-family dwellings. Municipalities
authorized 116,740 multi-family units, up 5.1%
from 2004 and the highest number since 1977. The
value of multi-family permits issued increased
13.5% to $13.5 billion.
Among the factors behind last year’s strong results
in the residential sector were low mortgage rates, growth
in full-time employment, the dynamic economy in
Western Canada and a high level of immigration.

INDUSTRY NEWS//
Several records tumble in December 2005
In December, the value of building permits soared to a record
$6.3 billion, up 27.4% from November and 15.3% higher
than the previous monthly record of $5.4 billion set in August.
December’s big gain was the result of a huge jump in the
number of approved multi-family projects in Toronto. Several
permits related to applications received earlier had to be
issued before the end of 2005 to avoid higher development
charges. Furthermore, building permit fees increased as of
January 2006.
In December alone, Toronto issued $1.2-billion worth of
building permits, more than four times the monthly average
of $288 million during the first 11 months of the year. New
provincial records for monthly permits were set in Ontario,
Alberta and British Columbia.
In the housing sector, the value of permits in December hit
a record $4.4 billion, up 40.8% from November and 29.7%
higher than the previous record set in June 2004. In the
non-residential sector, intentions were up a more moderate
3.3% to $1.8 billion, with gains in the commercial and
institutional components.
The value of multi-family permits more than doubled to
a record $2 billion, well above the previous high of $1.3
billion in June 2004. Furthermore, the value of single-family

permits was up 9% to a record $2.44 billion, surpassing
the previous peak of $2.41 billion set in December 2004.
Apart from Ontario’s exceptional results in housing, new
monthly records were also set in December in residential
intentions in Alberta ($659 million) and British Columbia
($796 million). Single- and multi-family components contributed to the strong results in both provinces.
The non-residential sector shrugged off three consecutive months of declines in December, increasing 3.3% to
$1.8 billion, with seven of the provinces recording gains.
The commercial component halted two months of
declines, rising 13.2% to $1.1 billion. Alberta showed the
strongest growth in this sector, with construction intentions increasing particularly for office buildings.
The value of institutional permits increased 3.7% to
$454 million. Education and social service buildings were
behind this increase. The value of industrial permits fell
24.3% to $267 million, the second consecutive monthly
decrease and the lowest level in 10 months. All industrial
categories showed declines.
This was in line with Statistics Canada’s latest Business
Condition Survey, which shows manufacturers are slightly
more cautious in their outlook for Q1 2006 compared to
Q4 2005.

Lutron launches Energy Saving Sweepstakes
Lighting control manufacturer Lutron Electronics Co. Inc.
has launched its “Energy Saving Sweepstakes”, which runs
in Canada and the United States February 1 through May 1.
The grand-prize winner will receive $15,000 toward their
next 10-years worth of energy bills. In addition to the grand
prize, Lutron will award first-prize winners $1500 toward
Lutron lighting controls and other energy-saving products,
while second-prize winners will receive a Maestro IR™
remote control dimmer.
Contractors can find entry forms at participating electrical
distributors, while consumers can find them at participating
lighting showrooms or online at www.lutron.com/sweepstakes.

S&D Council opens nominations
for Honorary Members
The S&D Council of Electro-Federation Canada (EFC)
has opened nominations for an individual who has shown
leadership, commitment and outstanding contributions to
the electrical/electronic industry, as well as the Supply &
Distribution Council. Two honorary member awards will
be presented:
• manufacturer
continued on p.6
• distributor

PERSONALITIES//

See yourself online
at EBmag.com
The Electrical Business photo gallery
is up and running at EBmag.com
(click on Photo Gallery).
Check out some of the events
we’ve attended and the people we met.

Pass & Seymour/Legrand
(P&S) and Wiremold/
Legrand—two of the major
Legrand brands in North
America—announced the
promotion of Dan Kissane
Dan Kissane
to director of codes and
standards for both companies. For the last
eight years, he served as P&S’s manager
of codes and standards, ensuring products
met and exceeded safety requirements.
Now, Kissane will lead those operations
for both P&S and Wiremold. He is a
graduate of the SUNY Institute of
Technology and has 29 years of experience
in the electrical industry.
Crestron Electronics Inc. had made Shaun
Filwok its new regional sales manager for

Western Canada. Shaun
has 17 years of sales and
project management experience, and was recently
responsible for commercial A/V and control sysShaun Filwok
tem sales for a Vancouver
integrator. “I look forward to supporting all
our dealers and expanding business in the
local market,” he says.
Bodine Electric Co., a producer of small
motion control products, announced Wes
Hawkins has been appointed vice-president of manufacturing. Wes was previously
employed with Schneider Electric/Square D,
where he was in charge of manufacturing,
logistics and project management.

Rich Mathews

Lee Wilkins

Rich Mathews has been
named the new vice-president of marketing for
LENOX, a manufacturer of
power tool accessories, hand
tools and band saw blades.
He comes to LENOX
from GRACO, another
Newell Rubbermaid company, where he had been
the vice-president of marketing and new business
since 2001. Prior to that,
Mathews gained several
years of power and hand

tool experience through marketing positions
with companies like DeWALT, Stanley and
Black & Decker. Meantime, Lee Wilkins
has been made the company’s new director
of marketing for the hand tools division.
He came to LENOX from GKI/Bethlehem
Lighting, where he was the vice-president of
marketing and product development since
2002. The company has promoted Craig
Vogel to the position of vice-president of
sales for the North American industrial
market. Vogel has been employed at the
company for more than 20 years. The company also promoted Jim Welch to vicepresident of sales for the commercial selling
organization, where he is responsible for the
plumbing, HVAC/R and electrical channels
of distribution.

Bob Barker

Walter Kaihatu

Smoke detector specialist
Fire Fighting Enterprises
Ltd. has made Bob Barker
its new sales director for the
Americas. Prior to joining
FFE, he worked as southwest regional manager for
Gamewell, a Honeywell
company.
Walter
Kaihatu
has
become the new president
of UK International, also
known as Underwater
Kinetics (UK)—a manu-

facturer of portable lighting, equipment
cases and accessories. Kaihatu spent the last
eight years at Streamlight, a manufacturer
of lighting products, as vice-president of
sales and marketing.
Scott Hall, president
of Greenlee, promoted
Martha Kness, Matt Sisco
and Bill Shulha to key
vice-president positions
Martha Kness
on his staff. Kness has
been promoted to vicepresident marketing. Prior
to joining the company in
2003 as director of marketing, she spent 12 years
with Newell Rubbermaid.
Sisco has been promoted
Matt Sisco
to vice-president specialty
channels. Prior to joining
Greenlee in 2000 as
director retail sales, he was
employed in a variety
of roles with Delta
Consolidated Industries,
Danaher Tool Group and
Bill Shulha
Elco Consumer Products
Corp. Shulha, currently vice-president
North American sales, will join Hall’s staff
and oversee the wholesale national account
managers for Electrical, Tool House and
Catalogue, and the North American distribution regional management team.

Northern Cables Inc.
“The armoured cable specialists”
Canadian manufacturer specializing in
AC90, TECK90, MCTHHN, ACTHH, HCF
P.O. Box 1564, 50 California Ave., Brockville, Ontario K6V 6E6 • Web: www.northerncables.com
Phone 613-345-1594 • Toll free 1-888-524-5050 • Fax 613-345-3147
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INDUSTRY NEWS//
continued from p.5
Nominees must be:
• Nominated by an existing S&D member
• Retired (or of retirement age) from the industry
• Former (or present company) must be an S&D
member company
The award will be presented during the Gala Dinner at the S&D
Conference on Friday, June 2 in Banff, Alta. Winners will receive
lifetime complimentary registration to the S&D Conference,
return travel expenses for themselves and their companions for
the 2006 conference, and hotel accommodations throughout
the duration of the 2006 conference. Submissions can be
completed online at www.electrofed.com or via confidential
fax at (905) 602-5297. Submission deadline is April 3.

Power Efficiency partners with Keltech
Power Efficiency Corp., an American manufacturer of energy-saving devices using a patented technology for AC induction motors, has partnered with Keltech-Efficient Power
Solutions Ltd., a Mississauga, Ont.-based supplier of electrical motors and liquid-handling pump motors, to provide
energy-saving solutions for several industrial applications.

Keltech sells Power Efficiency’s Controller under the brand
name Smart Controller. The partners feel Canada is an excellent market because of its policy of curbing emissions and
promoting energy efficiency.

Resin Systems’ wins application award
Composite material products technology company, Resin
Systems Inc., received the Most Creative Application ACE
award—through its operating division, RS Technologies—
from the American Composites Manufacturers Association
(ACMA). The award recognizes the firm’s achievements in
composite technology—specifically, the RStandard™ modular composite utility pole. RS is in the process of commercializing the RStandard for sale to power utility companies both
domestically and internationally.

Engesvang in Denmark for manufacturing rotor blades,
and is investing heavily in the assembly plant at its headquarters in Brande and the rotor blade manufacturing
facility in Aalborg to increase capacity. The total investment
volume amounts to over 50 million EUR.
The Siemens Power Generation Group (PG) is experiencing sharp growth in the wind energy sector.
Compared to the previous year, Siemens PG nearly
doubled its wind turbine sales in 2005, with turbines of
nearly 630MW of output leaving the factory.

Ontor named one of Canada’s 50 best managed

Siemens expands wind turbine
manufacturing capacity
In response to the high demand for wind turbines worldwide,
Siemens Wind Power A/S is expanding its production capacity.
The company acquired a former LM Glasfiber factory at

It should. That’s what Southwire’s all about.
Designing products with you in mind.

Are you looking for products that save you time and money?
Look no further. Romex SIMpull TM pulls 50% faster, strips
easier, has reduced burn-thru and is tear resistant. That
translates to greater productivity, less fatigue, fewer callbacks
and re-pulling. Now with the convenient 150M Contractor size
Big BubbaTM, you can also reduce waste.

Ontor Ltd. was one of the chosen few to win a 2005
Canada’s 50 Best Managed Companies award, which is
sponsored by Deloitte, CIBC Commercial Banking,
National Post and Queen’s School of Business. Ontor is
a national distributor of HVAC components/industrial
automation systems with offices across Canada.
Practices that have made Ontor a winner include stateof-the-art business and logistical systems to enhance
operational excellence; key measurement indicators that
calibrate their position against the best; representing
world-class suppliers; and employee incentive plans.
“This is a true high point in our firm’s rich 58-year
history,” said company president, Robert Elder. “It is an
accomplishment that all of our talented staff should be
very proud of... We also are grateful to our world-class
suppliers for providing us with the products that have
enabled us to grow. Of course, without our loyal customers’
continued belief in our total solution sales approach,
this could not have happened!”

Lithonia pledges to NAED foundation
The National Association of Electrical Distributors (NAED)
announced a $250,000 commitment by Lithonia Lighting,
an Acuity Brands Co., to the NAED Education & Research
Foundation. Acuity Brands Lighting is one of North
America’s largest lighting equipment manufacturers,
with annual sales over $1.6 billion.

Want another solution, try the Reel EasyTM Reusable Spool.
Constructed of the toughest nylon in the industry, this
contractor durable spool designed to withstand abuse in the cold
Canadian climate eases the wire pulling process by
eliminating kinks.
Two innovative products, one convenient size.
Southwire Company offers products that offer solutions.

-/2% 4(!. *534

For additional information, visit www.southwire.com or call 888.770.5155.
WWWMORETHANJUSTCA
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Always buy products bearing
the Marks you know and trust

BY EARLE GOODWIN

Our loss

is organized crime’s gain

hen was the last time
you made a financial
contribution to organized
crime or terrorists? You never
have? Don’t be so sure.
In testimony before the U.S. House of
Representatives Committee on International Relations
(July 16, 2003), Interpol Secretary General Ronald K. Noble
warned: “The link between organized crime groups and
counterfeit goods is well established. But Interpol is sounding the alarm that intellectual property crime is becoming
the preferred method of funding for a number of terrorist
groups.” In an article in the November 2002 edition of
U.S. Customs Today entitled “Financing Terror”, Kathleen
Millar writes, “New York’s Joint Terrorist Taskforce reported a counterfeit T-shirt ring had used sales profits to subsidize the bombing of the World Trade Center in 1993.”
That’s the problem with counterfeiting: people think of
it as a victimless crime, which it certainly is not. In addition to the questionable use of the profits it derives, jobs
are lost and companies severely hurt every year because of
it. Even worse, it’s difficult for people to summon up tears
when they think of the losses they might be causing some
large corporation that appears to be making exorbitant
profits when they pick up the ‘identical’ counterfeit product at a fraction of the price (not taking into account that
the company that created the product has to recoup its
investment in research and development).
But it isn’t just T-shirts and expensive handbags that have
attracted the eye of counterfeiters. Underwriters Laboratories’
(UL’s) director of anti-counterfeiting operations, Brian
Monks says, “Anything with intrinsic value is going to be
counterfeited.” That includes electrical products.

W

Stopping the flow of counterfeits
UL and CSA International have a vested interest in stopping
counterfeiting because their certification Marks are often
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illegally attached to the
products. For example, Monks
has posed as an electrical buyer
at the Canton Fair—a semi-annual
electrical and electronics show with
about 30,000 vendors—and was asked at
various booths what products he wanted and what
industry names he wanted printed on them. In one case,
when he investigated further, he discovered that even the
name on the associated factory was counterfeit.
Monks divided the quality of the products he was
offered into three categories:
• A level was the most expensive but, for the money,
he could get good product.
• B quality might work for a while, but didn’t contain
quality components.
• C, he says, stands for Crap.
Which brings us to the tricky realm of determining what
exactly constitutes a counterfeit product. Although we all
think of counterfeits as being inferior, as Monks has pointed
out, that isn’t always the case. According to James Holloway,
a partner at the law firm Baker & McKenzie LLP, “The
word ‘counterfeiting’ refers to the representation of an imitation as a genuine article. Usually, this involves putting
a well-known trademark on an imitation... to deceive consumers into thinking the article is genuine.”
The key is deception. This can take the form of deceiving
the buyer into thinking he’s purchasing a specific manufacturer’s product by making the product look like the original,
including trademarks, logos and certification stickers. It
can also take the form of misrepresenting used products as new.
Electro-Federation Canada’s (EFC’s) vice-president of
engineering, codes and standards, Joseph Neu, has heard of
flood-damaged products (mostly breakers and industrial
switches) from the southern United States finding their
way into the Canadian market in dumpsters being cleared
through Canada customs. Insurance companies are writing

them off and tearing them out after they’ve been under
water for weeks, maybe months. These have been going to
Canadian recyclers who are cleaning them up, sometimes
opening and cleaning them, then re-labelling them with
the manufacturer’s label. Neu also warns that no manufacturer has a rebuilding or refurbishing program, or provides
replacement parts for breakers or switches.
So, how big is the problem? Holloway quotes the
International Chamber of Commerce, which states that seven
per cent of global trade involves counterfeit goods, and the
market may be worth $350 billion annually. Of course,
that’s for all goods. Electrical products account for only a
small portion of that, largely because they don’t appeal to
the masses as do other retail products.
In Canada, we are sheltered from much of the problem,
says Neu, “because of the relatively small market size. Also,
our tighter distribution chain makes it more difficult.
Here, distributors have signed exclusive deals with manufacturers and don’t want to mess those up because it would
have major implications to their profits. In the United
States, however, the problems are larger because the distribution system is looser. With a tight network, it doesn’t
take long for someone to squeal. When it does come out,
EFC is all over it.”

How to protect the market
Sheltered, however, is a long way from immune. Holloway
points out that, “The quality of anti-counterfeiting measures
in Canada is weak. The situation is sufficiently dire that,
while Canada is not considered a hotbed of counterfeit
manufacturing, the International Anti-Counterfeiting
Coalition (IACC) recently asked that Canada be named a
Priority Foreign Country along with China (the only two
countries selected for this dubious distinction) in its most
recent submission to the U.S. Trade Representative
(USTR). Prior to that, Canada had been on a lower level
watchlist of countries with somewhat serious counterfeiting

issues. While it appears as though the USTR has chosen to
leave Canada on the watchlist rather than elevate it to priority status, the weak Canadian situation has clearly become
very visible.”
In Canada, the typical penalty for distributing counterfeit
materials is a fine. However, the courts did recently give out
jail time for the first time in a case where someone was convicted of copyright infringement. Unfortunately, the punishment was a mere six months to be served on weekends.
Contrast this with legislation recently proposed in the
United States that would put counterfeiters in the same class
as drug dealers and you get a sense of the discrepancy.
Neu outlines the problems at our border: “Currently, the
Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) can’t seize counterfeit product. They must call the RCMP and ask them to
look at it.” The RCMP has a number of days to respond, and
when they miss that window of opportunity, CBSA has to
release the suspect goods. “And if it’s released, they can’t
announce it because of the Privacy Act,” Neu concludes.
That doesn’t mean that the two don’t talk to each other.
Joint task forces have been set up in major ports of entry to
track and deal with suspect shipments. And because counter-

feit electrical products are considered a risk to health and
public safety, these shipments always get priority treatment.

Be informed and verify before you buy
The recent formation of the Canadian Anti-Counterfeiting
Network is another step Canada has taken to help stem the
tide of counterfeit product going through our borders. The
network is a coalition of individuals, companies, firms and
associations that have joined in the fight against product
counterfeiting and copyright piracy in Canada and internationally by lobbying the government, educating legislators
and the public, and sharing information with law enforcement and the public sector. Their chair is CSA’s director of
corporate audits and investigations, Doug Geralde. He
points out that it isn’t always easy to spot a counterfeit, but
offers the following advice:
• Significantly lower pricing: if it’s too good to be true,
it probably is. Compare pricing of similar products,
as well as warranty and standard trademarks.
• Cheap production: check the ‘look and feel’
of the goods. Fakes are often light and flimsy.
• Look for the Mark: a system of standards has been put in

place to test and certify products. Avoid electrical
products when the Mark from a recognized certification
organization, such as CSA International, is missing.
• Poor spelling: look for misspellings and unclear printing
on packaging, products, labels or instructions.
• Inferior packaging: counterfeit packaging often has poor
design or shows only partial illustrations.
• Missing items: check for a discrepancy between the contents
of the package and the item’s description on the outside
of the package, as well as missing product information.
• Trust no one: Even reputable retailers are subject to
counterfeit goods. Take it upon yourself to ensure you
purchase a legitimate product, every time.
If you’re in doubt about the authenticity of a product, check
with the manufacturer, contact the RCMP or visit CSA
International’s website. Counterfeiting is a global crime of
massive proportions. Far from being victimless, we all eventually pay the price in lost jobs and lost lives as organized
crime reaps the rewards.

Earle Goodwin is a Toronto-based freelance writer and marketing
consultant specializing in electrical construction.

CALENDAR//
Canadian
Electrical Code
Essentials

University of
Industrial/Electrical
Distribution
(UID/UED)

Canadian Standards
Association (CSA)
March 2–3, Yellowknife
March 6–7, Whitehorse
March 27–28, Moncton
March 27–28, Regina
March 30–31, Cornerbrook, N.L.
March 30–31, Halifax
April 6–7, Niagara Falls, Ont.
April 12–13, Mississauga, Ont.
April 18–19, Vancouver
May 4–5, Edmonton
May 8–9, London, Ont.
May 25–26, Montreal (English)
June 12–13, Red Deer, Alta.
June 26–27, Sudbury, Ont.
learningcentre.csa.ca

Work Truck Show
National truck Equipment
Association (NTEA)
March 1–3
Atlanta, Ga.
www.worktruckshow.com

NAED (National Association
of Electrical Distributors)
March 5–8
Indianapolis, Ind.
www.univid.org

Credit, Collections &
Construction Law
Electro-Federation
Canada (EFC)
March 9
Mississauga, Ont.
www.electrofed.com

Annual Conference
Canadian Construction
Association (CCA)
March 12–16
Big Island, Hawaii
www.cca-acc.com

InterNational Electrical Testing
Association (NETA)
March 20–23
Memphis, Tenn.
www.netaconference.com

MORE
THAN
JUST
POWER
QUALITY

Total Apprentice
Conference 2006:
Techniques of
the Trades
Skilled Trades Alliance (STA)
March 25
Hamilton, Ont.
Visit www.skilledtrades.ca and
Click STA logo

Retrofits and Other
Energy Saving
Strategies
GE Lighting Institute

The Fluke 434 hand-held,
3-phase power quality analyzer

March 29–30
Cleveland, Ohio
Call (800) 255-1200

lets you pinpoint power problems
faster and in greater detail while
providing increased safety with

Healthcare Lighting

Curling Bonspiel

GE Lighting Institute

British Columbia Electrical
Association (BCEA)

channels you can measure voltage

March 31
www.bcea.bc.ca

and neutral simultaneously.

March 16–17
Cleveland, Ohio
Call (800) 255-1200

Business &
Public Relations
Course

Annual Technical
Conference

Design Build Course

Electrical Contractors
Association of Alberta (ECAA)

Electrical Contractors
Association of Alberta (ECAA)

March 2–3
www.ecaa.ab.ca

March 16–17
www.ecaa.ab.ca

Mid-Canada
Electrical Showcase
Manitoba Electrical League (MEL)
April 5–6
www.meleague.net

a 600 V CAT IV rating. With four
and current on all three phases

PLUS
• AutoTrend automatically records
every measurement to instantly
show changes
• System-Monitor lets you quickly
check system performance with
user-set limits
• Fast 5 µs resolution lets you
measure virtually every aspect
of power quality

Learn more. Do more.
www.morethanjust.ca/434
1-800-36-FLUKE
Test drive a 434 at a Fluke Power Quality Seminar.
Take a half-day seminar and learn about basic single/three phase power
quality issues, including sags, dips, swells, transient overvoltages,
harmonics, power factor and ﬂicker. Hands-on measurement labs provide
troubleshooting tips and tricks to help you optimize your maintenance skills.

Want to see YOUR EVENT listed here?
Send information to acapkun@clbmedia.ca or fax (905) 727-0017
(give us at least three months lead time)
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Counterfeiters
imitate the product,
not the quality

Doug Geralde, CSA’s director, corporate audits and investigations, says
many counterfeiters will put certification Marks on the packaging but forget to place them on the product itself.

EFC’s anti-counterfeiting session
BY ANTHONY CAPKUN
he problem of counterfeit goods has reached such
alarming heights that industry stakeholders cannot
afford to turn their backs on it any longer. Besides
stealing billions of dollars from the legitimate economy, counterfeiting has become the stomping ground
of organized crime and, yes, even terrorist groups.
Electro-Federation Canada (EFC) recently conducted an
Anti-Counterfeiting Information Session at the Toronto
Board of Trade, where industry leaders from the RCMP, CSA
and UL shared the latest information on counterfeiting from
their respective fields.

T

Putting things into perspective
It’s really great to have a guy like Steve Wenc—UL’s vicepresident, general counsel and corporate secretary—put
things into clear and simple perspective: “Counterfeiting is
not a victimless crime, and counterfeiters are criminals. Period.”
(To give us an idea of how tricky counterfeiting can play
out in the minds of consumers, Wenc told us about a time he
consulted on a particular counterfeiting case involving handbags. In that case, the defendant was accused of selling
knock-off Gucci bags for $25. Because the legitimate products retailed for $2500, the judge in that trial joked that he
had a hard time determining who the real criminal was.)
Counterfeiting has four major implications, explained CSA’s

Doug Geralde, the director of corporate audits and investigations: “Safety (first and foremost), liability, poor product performance and loss of revenue.” Despite this, consumers continue to view counterfeiting as a victimless crime. What’s
worse, Geralde said, is the perception in the market that every
product is inherently safe (“Why else would it be for sale?”).
Counterfeit products exist, they can be found on store
shelves, and they can kill you. “No one is immune,” he warned.
Companies whose products are targeted by counterfeiters
get hurt, plain and simple, and when they lose revenues, the
people who work for them get hurt (i.e. plant shutdowns).
“Counterfeiters don’t care about quality. They do care, however, that your brand has value in the market, so they can exploit
it,” Wenc said, reiterating, “They’re counterfeiting your product,
not your quality.”
And while manufacturers play cat-and-mouse with counterfeiters as they explore both overt and covert ways of identifying
their products, the counterfeiters inevitably catch on and pick
up where they left off.
Counterfeiting is easy, Wenc continued, which is why
organized crime gravitates toward it. Counterfeiters typically
enjoy a 5000% ROI. Anything and everything is being
counterfeited these days, including aircraft parts, brakes for
cars and, of course, electrical equipment. Counterfeiting is a
$500 billion industry, said Geralde, accounting for five to
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Ken Hansen, sergeant with the RCMP’s federal enforcement branch,
explains that everything is fair game with counterfeiters. And like any
proper organization, counterfeiters will diversify to ensure revenues
keep pouring in, so while one outfit produces fake breakers, another will
make counterfeit pharmaceuticals, such as (believe it or not) Viagra.

seven per cent of all global trade and enjoying a 20 to
25 per cent rate of growth.
“At UL, we really started to notice the problem of
counterfeiting about 10 years ago,” recalled Wenc, and
rather than turn a blind eye, UL figured the problem
was not just going to away so it decided to go to war.
“Since then, there have been over 1200 counterfeit
electrical product seizures in the United States,” said
Wenc proudly. Luckily, UL has not seen the problem
with major retailers, just the smaller, cheap outfits,
like dollar stores and flea markets.

Megger Quality
Affordably Priced

*=JDKHAO=J@3=QHPO
+KJIAP=HHE?
4EHH+KP/QOPKN KNNK@A
%ECD)K=@ =L=?EPU
+K$NKQJ@EJCKNKJ@EJC
*KH@A@BNKI2))EOPA@
$H=OO/AEJBKN?A@-KHUIAN
$H=OO/AEJBKN?A@-KHUIAN
&JOQH=PKNO+KP/AMQENA@
"T?AHHAJP!EAHA?PNE?-NKLANPEAO
*QHPELHANI=J@0P=J?DEKJ
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CSA APPROVED

• Tough
(Rubber Armored and Drop Tested to 3ft.)

• Safe
(Live Voltage Warning/Lockout)

• Hands Free Operation
(Remote Probe)

www.megger.com

/=NIODKSJ
SEPDPDNAA?=>HAOOA?QNA@
>U?=>HAPEAO

1-800-297-9688
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“However, Flying Dragon cannot prove a product is a counterfeit when it bears no label,” said Neu, which is why wise
counterfeiters build product in China then send it elsewhere,
like the Sudan, to get it labelled.

border security personnel includes looking for counterfeit
goods,” said Hansen. Apparently, it is currently not against
the law to ship counterfeit goods. The most border security
can do is alert the RCMP to the matter. If they get there in
time, great; if not, oh well.

Where is the lawman in all this?

Steve Wenc, UL’s vice-president, general counsel and corporate secretary,
tells us that counterfeiters don’t care about quality. “They do care, however, that your brand has value in the market, so they can exploit it.”

Ken Hansen, a sergeant with the federal enforcement branch
of the RCMP, was on hand to tell us about what the law is
doing where counterfeiters are concerned. Unfortunately, the
law isn’t able to do as good a job as it would like. “The RCMP
needs more resources and we want to see tougher penalties,”
said Hansen. Fortunately, he and his colleagues have managed
to elevate counterfeiting to a priority status under the umbrella of Economic Integrity (Intellectual Property Enforcement).
Because the RCMP doesn’t have the manpower to go after
every fish, it has set its sights on the manufacturing, importation and wholesale levels. In short, they’re not going to send
in the cavalry to take down one guy’s booth at a flea market.
But there are some things Hansen would like to see
changed, besides tougher penalties and more manpower.
“We’d like to see legislation changed so that the mandate of

Winning comes by working together
An interesting point Hansen raised was: “How many crimes
that were considered arson may actually have been the result
of a counterfeit electrical device?” He explained that we’ll likely never know because no one thought to look at that angle
when investigating a fire. This is one of the reason’s the
RCMP is working on a public information campaign to alert
consumers to the dangers of counterfeit goods.
Counterfeiters spend their money on product cosmetics
and save on components, explained Geralde, which is why
they are not to be trusted, regardless of how good a deal they
are. Wenc strongly suggests that co-operation between all
industry stakeholders, as well as law enforcement and government, is the key to fighting counterfeiting—that, and continuous education, especially for consumers.

Stab-lok®

Generator Panels
Joseph Neu, EFC’s vice-president of engineering, codes and standards,
says some manufacturers are afraid to come forward when their
products are being counterfeited, fearing that news of such occurrences
will ruin their reputation.

Though most folks don’t like to come right out
and say it, the bulk of counterfeit goods come from
China—plain and simple. “The Chinese attitude
[toward counterfeiting] will take awhile to change,”
said Wenc, “but it will as they develop their own
brands that they want protected, and as Chinese consumers become more aware and better educated about
products in the marketplace.” Wenc was also quick
point out that there are numerous legitimate manufacturers in China who also have an interest in seeing
counterfeiters brought down.

New Construction Panels

An all-in-one service
entrance loadcentre with
emergency power switching.
When building new homes,
Stab-lok offers the convenience
of one enclosure with a pre-wired
transfer switch.
Critical loads are permanently
connected at the loadcentre,
minimizing homeowner

What is EFC doing about it?

inconvenience during

Joseph Neu, EFC’s vice-president of engineering, codes
and standards, opened the session with a discussion
on the some of the initiatives EFC has undertaken to
fight the war on counterfeits. The association has
launched an Unsafe Products Committee whose mandate is to track all clones, unapproved and counterfeit
products. There is also a form on their website where
one can report the details of a suspected counterfeit.
One of the problems EFC faces, Neu explained, is
that some manufacturers do not come forward when
they discover their products are being counterfeited.
They are concerned that news of such occurrences
would ruin their reputations.
EFC, in partnership with the RCMP, has taken “big
action” on motor case circuit breakers (MCCBs),
going so far as to push an amendment in Canada’s
electrical code. Their efforts paid off, because as of
January 1, it is illegal to use refurbished MCCBs. EFC
also got Health Canada to recognize that all counterfeits are hazardous products. Neu is hopeful that the
new health minister will continue to see through the
legislation started by the previous government and push
it into law by the end of the year.
Neu also touched upon what groups in other countries and jurisdictions are doing about counterfeit
products. “BEMA (British Electrical Manufacturers
Association) has an operation called ‘Flying Dragon’,”
explained Neu, which goes into China and destroys
whatever counterfeit product and tooling it can find.

utility power outages.

Retrofit Panels
Any home can be upgraded
to include a Stab-lok generator
panel, delivering power to
critical loads when utility
power is interrupted.
With the flick of one transfer
switch, the homeowner’s stand-by
generator will continue to provide
power to critical loads.

www.schneider-electric.ca
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IT’S YOUR BUSINESS//

Establishing lead
indicators to stay on track

BY RON COLEMAN,
B.Comm., FCAA CMC

STEP 1
Where are you going?
Have a vision. Turn that vision into outcomes. Turn those
outcomes into action steps. This is the journey.
Ask yourself the question, “Where do I see my business in
three years’ time?”, keeping in mind criteria such as sales,
profits, cash flow, market, hours working, succession planning, etc. You will likely end up with a list of some 20 to 50
items. Afterward, identify the obstacles to achieving these
outcomes, then brainstorm for actions that will allow you to
overcome them. With a prioritized ‘Plan of Action’ you are
off to the races.

STEP 2
hen someone asks, “Are you there yet?”, can you
give a definitive answer? When you’re on a specific journey, like flying from Vancouver to
Toronto, it is easy to make that determination,
but what about when someone asks you that
question in the context of your business? That question, “Are
you there yet?”, can be expanded to inquire, “Are you getting
what you want out of your business?”
From talking with literally thousands of small business owners (most of them in construction), the only time the answer
is definitive is when it is a resounding “No!”
When I ask contractors what they want from their businesses, I consistently get four replies:
• I want to make more money,
• I want to increase the value of my business,
• I want more time off, and
• I want to have more fun.
With that in mind, there are three giant steps that you have to go
through to be able to answer the question, “Are you there yet?”.

W

How will you get there?
Finding the time to act on your Plan of Action is very difficult.
(One of my clients says he likes the 40-hour work week so
much that, most weeks, he does it twice). This is why you
must delegate the tasks you currently perform and free yourself up for tackling the Plan of Action. List all the tasks you
perform and teach what you can to others. You will be
unable to make any significant changes unless you learn to
delegate. Start with tasks that take you two to four hours per
week. Give them to someone in the organization who can,
in turn, delegate to someone less senior. Meantime, you can
hire a junior on a part-time basis.

STEP 3
Monitoring and measuring
You stay in control of your business when you keep track of
timelines and key performance indicators. Monitoring lead
indicators is critical; otherwise, you’ll be spending your time
‘putting out fires’ rather than moving your business forward.
(Identifying the ‘fires’ before they happen and avoiding them
is a lot more proactive than constant firefighting.)
Take sales, for example. Not enough sales equals poor cash

flow, too much overhead, no profit and so on. Lead indicators on sales tell you in advance whether you are likely to get
caught between a rock and a hard place. If you knew three
to six months in advance that sales were below target you
would have time to either generate more sales or minimize
the impact of lower level activity (see Table 1).
Staying on course once on the path
It will take a few months of practice to get accurate figures,
but the level of control you achieve over your business
makes it all worthwhile. Implement key performance indicators in all the areas of your business that you manage,
because you simply cannot manage what you do not measure. Develop one indicator at a time; implement it, show
your people how they can use it to their benefit, then move
on to the next one.
The systems you implement give you more control over
your operations and increase the value of your business. At that
point, you can go ahead and change your position to Director
of Fun: you will be making more money and working less.

Ron Coleman, B. Comm., FCCA CMC, is a professional speaker, an
accountant and business development specialist. He is a member of
the Institute of Certified Management Consultants of British
Columbia and a professional member of the Canadian Association
of Professional Speakers. Ron has presented on behalf of construction associations in both Canada and the United States, and his
numerous published education programs include a 36-hour business management course specifically designed for ECABC. He has
completed many inter-firm financial comparisons of groups of construction companies in Canada and the United States, consulting to
construction companies on a regular basis. He is also author of the
book, Your Million Dollar System.
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Value of planned maintenance (PM) work = $1000
We schedule that in advance for each month
History tells us that replacement systems represent 30% of PM work
We acquire 15% new customers and lose 5%

Month
Planned maintenance
Replacement systems (30%)
New customers (15%)
Defections (5%)

1-200HP

Visit us at
www.benshaw.com

Method of forecasting sales (all figures $000s)

Tel: (519) 291-5112

mag.com

•
•
•
•

1
105
32
16
–5

•
•
•
•
•

Net service/replacement work
147
Work on hand, not started ($600)
25
Work in progress ($200)
75
Outstanding bids (15% conv.) ($5000)
Projected bidding (15% conv.) ($1500)

• Projected sales next six months
•
•

247

2
85
26
13
–4

3
40
12
6
–2

4
45
14
7
–2

5
95
29
14
–5

6
110
33
17
–6

Total
480
144
72
–24

119
50
50
50

56
75
50
75

63
125
25
90
50

133
125

154
125

100
75

100
90

672
525
200
415
215

269

256

353

433

469

2027

Target level = $1500 to $1800
What is my best strategy for handling this workload, which is higher than my capacity?

Electrical Business is proudly sponsoring Ron Coleman’s presentation
at the upcoming CECA National
Conference in Victoria, June 21–24.
Based on his book, Your Million Dollar
System, Ron will help you increase the
value of your contracting company
by one million dollars in three years.
To learn more about the conference
and how to attend, visit www.ceca.org
and click “Details on 2006 National
Industry Conference”.

WESTERN UPDATE/

Leadership in action

Photo courtesy Tourism Victoria

Sneak peek
at the
2006 CECA
National
Conference
BY ANTHONY CAPKUN

n the Western Update of EB’s August 2005 issue, I write: “Next year, the CECA national
convention travels to Victoria, where it will be co-hosted by the electrical contractors
associations of British Columbia and Ontario (ECABC and ECAO). They have some
tough shoes to fill after this year’s convention, but I’m sure ECABC’s Richard Campbell
and ECAO’s Lucy Roberts have the matter well in hand.”
Well, I recently received the final program for the conference taking place June 21–24,
and I have to tell you, it looks like they do, in fact, have the matter well in hand.
For starters, the conference is being held at The Fairmont Empress. Positioned on the
banks of the of Victoria’s spectacular Inner Harbour, The Empress was restored to her
turn-of-the-century beauty, capturing the grandeur and elegance of a bygone era. Attendees
are in for a special treat at the opening welcoming reception Wednesday evening, where
they will have the opportunity to rub elbows with none other than Queen Elizabeth II.1
Of course, no conference can consider itself officially kicked-off without the mandatory golf tournament. Here, too, CECA aims to please. On the morning of the conference’s
opening day, golfers will have the opportunity to hit the links at Bear Mountain Golf
Club. Co-designed by Jack Nicklaus and his son Steve, the course at Bear Mountain is set
in the foothills of Mount Finlayson and strikes the perfect balance between playability and
a truly challenging year-round golf experience for all skill levels. The course boasts
panoramic mountain, city and ocean views set within rolling fairways and lush forest.

I

Getting into the details
Thursday’s sessions open with an energy-charged keynote address that draws parallels
between a fighter pilot’s air combat environment and the world of business. Campbell,
ECABC’s executive director, tells me the rare cockpit footage and state-of-the-art computer graphics in this presentation will simply blow you away.
This is followed by a session entitled “Electrify your Leadership”, led by entrepreneur,
futurist and management consultant Jim Bottomley. Succession planning is always a hot
topic, so it’s lucky that David C. Bentall is dropping by to talk to us about it. He should
know a thing or two about this subject, as he’s experienced succession in a family business
first-hand three times.
Friday will see presentations from Manley McLachlan of the B.C. Construction
Association and futurist Jim Carroll.
Also on Friday, Electrical Business proudly presents our “It’s Your Business”
columnist, Ron Coleman, who will paint a picture of the top 25 per cent
of trade contractors and what they’re doing to achieve success. Employing
over 20-years worth of facts and figures, Ron’s going to show you how to
increase the value of your contracting business by $1 million in three years.
Conference organizers have also put a lot of effort into the Partners’
Program, which includes a session with Susan Ramsey, one of Victoria’s premier floral designers and Tai Chi. Optional Programs include whale watching, and tours
of Butterfly and Butchart gardens, and the Chalet Estate Winery.
When asked to summarize this summer’s conference, Campbell tells me that, while its
goals are to educate delegates and provide them with unsurpassed networking opportunities, the conference is also about having a lot of fun. Considering everything I’ve seen so
far, I’d say the June CECA conference has all its ducks in a row. See you in Victoria!

Atlantic:
1-877-862-4357

Ontario:
1-877-291-7771

Alberta:
1-888-664-5666

Quebec:
1-800-465-1399

Mid-West:
1-866-540-8220

British Columbia:
1-866-540-8220

Notes
1. Played by Carol Sadowska.
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MEET THE PLAYERS //

The skinny on OEL’s new leader
Mary Ingram-Haigh
ost of you know Mary as the
not-so-new president of the
Ontario Electrical League,
who replaced Garry Enright
last year as he shifted gears
and slipped into retirement. But this
now-prominent industry player was not
always connected to the industry. In fact,
there does not seem to be any electrical
legacy in her background whatsoever.
Mary was born 40 years ago in
Belleville, Ont., into a family consisting
of a mother and father, and two older
brothers—none of whom were involved
in electrical. She enjoyed the luxury of
four grandparents who taught her all
about life, respect and accountability—
not to mention Bridge, Euchre,
Cribbage and Crokinole, and a love for
the outdoors.
At the age of 14, Mary began working as
a coffee-jockey at Tim Hortons, and also
put in time at the local movie theatre.

M

“Then I ‘moved ‘up’ to McDonald’s,”
laughs Mary, “and waited on tables at two
different restaurants. Through these jobs,
I developed a strong sense of customer
service.” Mary also became a Girl Guide
leader for a year before she left for school
(“What a great way to have fun!”).
The school in question is Sir Wilfrid
Laurier in Waterloo, Ont., where Mary
studied psychology. However, her career
made a detour in her second year when she
worked over the summer with Square D
as an expediter. “In my third summer, I
worked as a floater, covering for many
different departments. After that, when
I realized that I did not want to pursue
psychology any longer in a career capacity, I was offered a full-time job with
Square D as a production planner.”
Although she wasn’t born into it, Mary
absorbed everything she could about
the electrical industry, and has held a
number of varying positions that have

After about two weeks on the job as OEL's new president, Mary (right)
hits the road to represent her league. This photo was taken at the Electrical
Safety Authority (ESA) annual general meeting in September 2005.
Pictured with Mary is ESA's Jan Griffin.

helped her along the way. “I remember sitting
at my desk one day, after I had been in the
industry for about five years, and looking up at
my catalogues thinking, ‘Good for you, Mary!
You’ve come a long way from not knowing a
volt from an amp’,” she says, before admitting,
“Then I visited a distributor and looked at his
bookshelf, which was stacked with a hundred
different catalogues. It helped me realize just
how much our distributors were expected to
know, and has kept me humble.”
After a time in the industry, Mary decided to
get more involved. She became very active with
Electro-Federation Canada (mostly 2000
through 2005), joining an E-commerce committee then leading a subcommittee on metrics. “I found this volunteer work extremely
satisfying: I learned a lot, developed a great
network and intensified my passion for the
industry,” she says.

be focusing on technical, safety and general
business training.” She says the OEL is also
looking for opportunities to provide relevant
discounts to its contractor members on a variety
of products or services, such as group insurance,
work-wear, fuel, etc.
“And, we have formed a Government Relations
committee comprising contractors,” she says
proudly. “This gives them a stronger voice when
it comes to policies that affect their business
and trade.” Mary says OEL is also focusing on
growing its contractor membership. “This
appears to be working, as our membership
dues from contractors are up significantly over
the same period last year,” beams Mary.

Industry insights
“The relationship between distributors and manufacturers has faced some challenges,” Mary
notes. “Over the years, increasingly more work
was pushed onto the distributor, at times without a full understanding of the challenges, situations and capabilities he faces.” Another issue
facing both manufacturers and distributors is
figuring out how to cut costs without negatively
affecting customer service levels. “I still feel
strongly that the opportunities within process
technology, such as data synchronization, are
an effective way to address this challenge.”
Looking at the electrical scene from Ontario’s
perspective, she feels provincial contractor
licensing is a good step, but will involve tackling
a lot of issues along the way. “Also, Ontario’s
tradespeople are being courted by other provinces
and, in some areas, our schools are offering less
trade opportunities than they have in the past.
This may lead to a shortage of skilled tradespeople,” she warns.
“The OEL will again be offering training for
its contractors this year,” Mary says. “We will
INFO NO. 16
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Mary shows off the first salmon she caught using
her new downriggers on Lake Huron.

Mary at home
Besides fishing, Mary enjoys ball games, yoga,
walking, reading and word puzzles. “Basically,
I like being active (preferably outdoors), but
I’m also quite capable of total relaxation, and
can lay back and read a book when the time is
right,” she says. Mary also acts as a mentor
through the Big Sister’s in-school mentoring
program. “I spend one hour a week with a
child at its school, hopefully presenting a good
role model, and providing a chance to grow
and have some fun.”

Turn me ON...
or OFF

BY TONY KOVAC

Offerings in switches and sensors
witches (and, to a growing extent, sensors) are one of the staples of the electrical
trade, for how else would we turn the lights ON and OFF (unless, of course, everyone decided to invest in a home or business equipped with The Clapper). The possibilities are endless when it comes to these products, and we at Electrical Business
see a lot of information about them. The following is a quick look at some of the more
recent product releases to come across our desk.

S

Leviton Manufacturing Co. enhanced its
line of single-pole and three-way commercial
and industrial pilot light and lighted handle
switches with an ergonomic external backwire clamp design. This offers streamlined
installation by eliminating internal back-wiring
holes: the installer simply inserts the wire
under the external clamp (now serrated for
better gripping retention) and tightens the
terminal screws to the proper torque value.
This design is already available on several
Leviton wiring device lines, including the
Industrial line of V-0 MAX™ receptacles and
motor starter switches, and standard singlepole and three-way switches. The lighted
handle switches illuminate when the load is
OFF, serving as a switch locator in darkened
areas, whereas pilot light switches illuminate
when the load is ON.
The Faedra smart dimmer from Lutron fits a
standard ‘toggle opening’
wallplate—no need to
change out current plates
or home décor—then
provides full-range dimming. In fact, the rocker
provides continuous fullrange dimming that allows the light to be
dimmed low enough to serve as a night light.
The tap button provides intuitive operation. One tap raises the light to a pre-selected light level. Two taps raises the lights to
full intensity, or users can press and hold for
a slow delayed to OFF. This last feature allows
users to maintain a particular light level as
they move from the room, get into bed, or
exit the house.
Furthermore, this neat little device provides multi-location dimming; that is, it
allows dimming control for one circuit or
group of lights from two to 10 locations.
This gives users the flexibility to not only
switch, but dim from every point of control. Faedra installs using standard wiring
and also boasts a power failure memory,
restoring lights to prior levels following a
power interruption.

Pass & Seymour/Legrand (P&S) unveiled
its new CWP100 vacancy sensor, which is
intended for bedrooms, bathrooms, garages,
laundry or utility rooms, and in light commercial applications.
The CWP100 automatically turns lights
off when the room becomes vacant. It features
convenient manual ON and automatic/
manual OFF functions. Installation is quick
and easy with screw pressure-plate backwiring and optional side-wiring. The sensor
accepts 12-ga or 14-ga wire, stranded or solid.
A 500-sf coverage area and an extra-wide, 180°
sensing angle ensure optimum performance.
With no minimum
load requirement and
up to a 500W maximum, the CWP100
handles incandescent,
electronic and magnetic low-voltage, fluorescent and CFL
lighting loads. Users
can choose from six
preset time delays
ranging from one to
30 minutes.
Mistakes are all but eliminated and speed
of installation is maximized with Cooper
Wiring Devices line of prewired switches, which boast one-piece construction
with no additional components to install.
“The simplicity of our prewired receptacles and switches helps installers and
electricians do a job quickly and, just as
importantly, do it right,” says Jim Vaccaro,
product manager, Cooper Wiring Devices.
“Installation is straightforward: black-toblack, white-to-white and green-to-ground;
three wire nuts and you’re done.”
The one-piece, solid brass grounding
system assures ground integrity under the
most abusive conditions while the patented
ScrewCatch&trade feature captures the
wallplate screw, thereby eliminating hand
threading, lost screws and cross-threading.
Exclusive screw terminal guards provide a
safe insulation barrier, as well as accessibility
when needed, and an auto ground clip
eliminates the need for bonding jumper in
grounded metal enclosures. For added
convenience, wire leads are available in
stranded or solid No. 12 AWG.

The products discussed here barely scratch
the surface when you consider all the products innovative manufacturers are churning
out into the marketplace. We recommend
consulting your trusted distributor and
product reps for information on these and
other options for your next job.

Atlantic:
1-877-862-4357

Ontario:
1-877-291-7771

Alberta:
1-888-664-5666

Quebec:
1-800-465-1399

Mid-West:
1-866-540-8220

British Columbia:
1-866-540-8220
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In business to serve I
EB profiles several Canadian distributors
KESCO ELECTRIC SUPPLY • ONTARIO
Present-day Kesco Electric
Supply was founded 74
years ago in Peterborough,
Ont. as Grant & Loukes,
selling electrical appliances, lighting and electrical goods. It eventually
became Kawartha Electric
Supply Co. (‘Kesco’), selling to industry and trade
in Peterborough, Sault St.
Marie and St. Catherines.
Electrical Business ran this Kesco ‘scam’
After going through
several years ago.
some years of sometimes
tumultuous changes, the distributorship took on a new life when
a new partnership was formed, headed by current president,
Vince Gatt (who also sat on the steering committee that formed
I.E.D.—the Canadian electrical marketing group).
“As a smaller member, I was able to put forth and implement neat
ideas, such as the suppliers’ conference and trade shows,” says Gatt.
He adds that Kesco has hosted trade product shows for 28 years,
bringing state-of-the-art products into rural Ontario. “During these
shows, we ran seminars on Schneider drives, Leviton surge products,
Greenlee data instruments, and so forth... demonstrating hands-on
advantages for the trades.” In 1996, Kesco became associated with
Eecol Electric of Calgary, a relationship that perseveres to this day.
“Over the years, many have forecast the decline of the small
independent distributor, yet we are succeeding in a very competitive
market,” says Gatt proudly, adding, “One of the reasons we have
grown is our ability to provide face-to-face customer contact.”
At a time when most businesses are cutting back on marketing and
end-user sales coverage, Kesco has increased its presence in its four
markets as well as surrounding areas. “Our customers never leave the
building without taking some form of marketing with them,”
says Gatt, adding that the best marketing tool Kesco could possibly
have is its staff. “A real, breathing person answers the phones.
All of us, from the top down, get up to service our customers.
It’s wonderful to be part of an industry where your word and a
handshake still mean something.”

...Is proud to welcome...

GE Consumer & Industrial Lighting
and GE Consumer & Industrial
Lighting Electrical Distribution
as a major industry partner
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have to confess that the distributorship side of the electrical equation can be a little confusing. Figuring out who’s
affiliated with whom and what product lines they carry
can keep one awake at night. However, one thing is common among the several distributors from across the country we’ve profiled below: they’re all Canadian-born and bred,
have been in business (independently) for at least several
decades, and rather than just sell someone a product, they
forge relationships with their customers. In short, they’re in it
for the long haul.

LITECO • NEW BRUNSWICK

E.B. HORSMAN & SON • BRITISH COLUMBIA

Scene from a Liteco Dartmouth Branch trade show..

Business is bustling at the Liteco
Fredericton counter.

(Left to right) Tim and George Horsman, and Tom Muldoon.

A shot of Liteco’s head office
in Fredericton, N.B.
E.B. Horsman & Son head office in Surrey, B.C.

Wholesale electrical distributor Liteco Inc. was started by
Laurie Savage and Ron Tissington with the opening of
the first branch in Fredericton, N.B., under the name Lite
Enterprises Ltd. in 1976. By 1986, Liteco has expanded
to four branches in New Brunswick, plus a controls and
automation shop producing custom control products
operating under the name of Litetec.
Tissington left Liteco in 1993 to tackle new challenges,
but the company continued to grow under the leadership
of Laurie Savage as president, vice-president Hayward
Rollins, vice-president of operations Ron McDonald, and
director of sales Garry Regan.
“I feel that our success over the past 30 years has been
our ability to adapt to change and plan for the future,”
says Savage. This includes succession planning, which led
to McDonald's appointment as vice-president and GM in
2005. Rollins agrees: “Our ability adapt and develop new
markets led to Siemens appointing Liteco its exclusive
industrial distributor in the Maritime Provinces.”
Something else that has strengthened Liteco's position, says McDonald, was joining Affiliated Distributors
(A-D) in 1993. Then, in 2000, the company took a
major step forward with the acquisition of Wyeco Supply
Inc., which had been serving Nova Scotia through six
branches since 1979.
Today, the Fredericton branch serves as head office for
a network of operations throughout the Maritimes. “We
take great pride in being a locally owned Maritime company and the largest independently owned electrical distributor in the region,” says McDonald.
“We must not forget our people that have been a great
part of our success,” he says. “We are very fortunate to
have very dedicated managers and staff-a lot of whom are
long term.” Down the road, a real challenge for distributors will be attracting good people and keeping them
interested in a career in the electrical distribution business, warns McDonald. “Promoting the industry locally
and nationally-both as a company and through organizations like EFC-is critical.”

“Our close relationship with our customers and suppliers
is the key to our success and something our founder,
George Dennis Horsman, realized over a 100 years ago,”
says E.B. Horsman president Tom Muldoon. In a market
where multinational companies and conglomerates are
commonplace, E.B. Horsman & Son remains a family
owned, independently operated electrical wholesaler.
There is definitely a pioneer spirit to the team at E.B.
Horsman & Son, and with good reason when you consider
the company’s history. It originally opened its doors for
business 105 years ago in Moosomin, Sask., as a hardware
merchant before relocating to Vancouver in 1923 and
opening a small electrical supply division to capitalize on
the range of new electrical products sweeping North America.
Today, E.B. Horsman is a company of 165 employees
stretched across 16 branches, a head office and central
warehouse in British Columbia. Throughout its long history, the company has remained in family hands.
E.B. Horsman has focused on providing value-added
services through various sales support groups, but the real
nerve centre is its paperless distribution facility. “We
developed a system for the branches that incorporates
multiple bar code scanning devices and enables us to
replenish our branches with anything they need—literally
overnight,” says Muldoon.
To further demonstrate its service commitment, E.B.
Horsman obtained its ISO certification in 1996. The
company also stays on the cutting edge by being an active
member of Affiliated Distributors (A-D), and various
industry organizations, such as BCEA, ECABC and EFC.
Muldoon explains: “We support our industry locally as
well as nationally, and we strongly support training for
new talent.”
Tim Horsman, the founder’s great-grandson, says: “I
was lucky to learn from my dad and granddad, and they
both said: ‘You’re only as good as the people you’re
involved with.’ So we intend to maintain that mindset.
It’s people who make our business. We make business
decisions locally, and customers are our friends.”
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Canadian steel outlet
box manufacturers
committed to market

Features incorporated into new Canadian steel outlet box designs are often based
on end-user input. Benefits include faster, more accurate installations.

teel outlet boxes, device boxes, covers and supports
are widely used by electrical contractors. In recent
years, there has been an influx of imported steel boxes
that are exact copies of Canadian models, which
begs the questions: Are there significant benefits with
imported products, and what is the real cost to a contractor
when buying offshore imitations of steel outlet boxes?
Contractors do not have to question the quality and
safety of domestic steel boxes because they meet both CSA
and CEC requirements. Canadian manufacturers support
both CSA and the various code committees to help ensure
safe installations for electrical trades and property owners.
In every construction project, from a single-family
dwelling to the most complex high-rise, standards play a
vital role in addressing issues of safety, reliability, energy
efficiency, durability and economy. CSA standards, as well
as the Canadian Electrical Code, cover all electrical work
and electrical equipment—operating or intended to operate—at all voltages in electrical installations for buildings,
structures and premises. The CSA Mark tells you all of
these considerations were addressed during the design,
manufacture and installation methods of all materials—
including electrical outlet boxes.

S

Meeting recognized standards
Canadian steel box manufacturers are responsible for supplying products meeting both their advertised specifications
and applicable standards. These manufacturers have been
supporting the local electrical industry for decades, and are
in it for the long haul—not to make a quick profit. The
boxes produced in Canada today are a result of a long and
close relationship between manufacturers, electrical contractors and industry organizations.
Domestic manufacturers’ commitment to maintaining
high standards is evident throughout the production phases:
from raw material inspection, to component manufacturing
and up to final assembly and packaging. They also design
and manufacture specialty products that offshore sources
simply will not touch (due to the low volumes).

Canadian product innovation
Our steel box manufacturers are continuously developing
new and improved products offering exciting end-user features
and benefits. They are leaders, not followers, and they take
the time to search out what their customers really need then
make certain they introduce the desired result into the market.
They have invested in machinery and process upgrades,
and have committed substantial resources to ISO certification
(as well as other quality assurance programs) to strengthen
their ability to provide top-notch products. To continuously achieve innovation, they invest heavily in manufacturing processes and facilities. Innovations such as wraparound brackets, concentric knockouts, raised ground screws
and boxes with increased capacity were all developed in
Canada in response to our electrical industry’s needs.
The development of new products, while maintaining
the technical excellence of existing ones, is also central to the
way Canadian manufacturers do business. This is why they
continue to invest heavily in research and development.
INFO NO. 20
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Innovations such as concentric knockouts originated in Canada in
response to specific local industry needs.

Customer commitment
Highly responsive to the needs of electrical contractors,
Canadian manufacturers often conduct on-site visits, listen
to contractors and respond to ever-changing needs. Input
from customers plays a huge role in driving innovation.
Even before ‘the voice of customer’ became a buzzword in
business, Canadian box manufacturers were out visiting
job sites and working hand-in-hand with contractors from
coast to coast. As product needs evolved, so did the manufacturers’ commitment to the industry.
Thousands of Canadians are employed in the domestic
manufacturing and distribution sectors. Additionally, a
nationwide network of stocking electrical distributors
participate in customer service programs, ensuring that
products are available where and when needed.
Customer service requires attention and resources. It means
investing heavily in world-class manufacturing and enhanced
information management systems, as well as centralized
warehousing and distribution networks. This is not a commitment offshore manufacturers are prepared to make.

The impact of imported products
Products manufactured offshore are exact reverse-engineered
copies of Canadian designs. Those steel boxes are manufactured with little knowledge or regard for safety or
Canadian industry standards, and with little knowledge of
the market in which they are sold. These products are
often mislabelled and misrepresented with regard to their
use and capabilities.
Offshore suppliers do not conduct market research, lack
a proper distribution network and have a weak, long-distance
supply chain. They face difficulties related to customer
service issues and follow-up. When you look at it this way,
there do not seem to be any real long-term cost savings to
the contractor when he buys imported steel boxes. Too
frequently, the savings initially realized are quickly eroded
when steel boxes have to be replaced due to poor quality
or the need for a product that meets the unique requirements of the Canadian market.
Healthy, balanced competition is a good thing, but when
it comes to buying Canadian versus offshore knock-offs,
domestic manufacturers have market knowledge, expertise
and a well-established distribution network, and they focus
their efforts on offering responsive customer service, quality
products and competitive pricing. The future of Canada’s
electrical industry rests, not on imported knock-offs, but on the
development of new products by domestic manufacturers.

Brian MacDonald is a product market manager responsible for
commercial products at Thomas & Betts. He began his career in
1969 with Iberville Fittings and now has more than 35 years of
experience in the industry.

Photos courtesy Thomas & Betts

BY BRIAN MACDONALD

Just for

LOW VOLTAGE

R

CLASS 2 WIRING
Single & 2-gang
Low Voltage
Mounting
Brackets

CSA LISTED BOX EXTENDERS
for

BE1

seats wall plate
flush with wall
surface

• Adjusts to fit 1/4"
to 1" thick drywall,
paneling, etc.

Thin Front Lip

Our CSA/UL Listed
Box Extenders extend set back
electrical boxes up to 1-1/2".

R
R

Made of heavy-duty, non-conductive plastic,
they level and support wiring devices, and
protect wires against damage and stripping.

Recessed
Screw Hole

• Seats wall plates
flush with mounting
surface

SET BACK BOXES!

BE1R

For all standard devices, switches – and
GFCIs.

seats better
on drywall

• Installs faster, costs
less than metal!

LV1 Single-gang
Low Voltage Mounting Bracket
2-gang LV2 also available

Oval Hole

for final shifting,
straightening of device
R

Patented

R

Arlington

© Arlington Industries, Inc.

• Extra-large 22.5
cu. inch capacity
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BE2

BE1

Try them all for the safe, easy way to meet
CEC 12-3018 (1) for Flush Boxes.

Arlington
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Patented. Other patents pending
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It’s Better. Use it just like a pipe hanger!

It’s

QUICKLATCH

GARD-N-POST

NOW AVAILABLE
2-1/2" to 4"

TM

QuickLatch...
• Mounts to
wall, strut, stud
• Fast & easy
installation
Patented
Press pipe firmly
into QuickLatch to lock it
in place.That’s it!
• For 1/2" to 4" rigid, EMT,
IMC, PVC

Single (BE1), 2 gang (BE2)
and BE1R...for Round
or Octogonal Boxes

O
UTDOOR
S U P P O RTS
& E NC LO S U R E S

More Convenient than Ever!
Install a Fixture – and Your
Choice of Power and/or
Low Voltage Outlets – Outside!

MOUNT

SAVES ABOUT 25 SECONDS
PER INSTALLATION!...
That’s 14¢ per at $20./hr labor.

R

Listed for use in
environmental
air handling spaces

for RIGID, EMT
PVC, IMC
Size
Cat. No.
2-1/2" NM2060
3"
NM2070
3-1/2" NM2080
4"
NM2090

W!
NIE
ZES

Low voltage
separator

©2005 Arlington Industries, Inc.

POWER
LOCKED!

S

Arlington

PRESS IN

LOW
VOLTAGE
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One post. Two openings!

One Size Fits All

in the 19.5" GP19 and 26" GP26!

...PRE-CUT METAL STUD HOLES

Arlington’s Gard-N-Posts™ are
the attractive, safe, and easy way
to install a light fixture and/or
one or two devices outdoors!

Arlington’s timesaving SB13
Stud Bushing fits
any pre-cut metal
stud hole!

For added convenience, use
the supplied separator to install
power and low voltage outlets
in the same post.

No
holes
to
punch
saves time and money.
And maintains the structural
integrity of the stud.

SB13
Stud
Bushing

SB13 completely surrounds
and protects cable
against damage.

• Non-metallic, heavy-duty
UV rated plastic
• Damage resistant
• No chipping or loss of color
• New stabilizer position...allows post to
sit higher above ground
• A variety of styles, from 9" to 73" tall

R

Pass
one
end
through
hole

Snap
both
ends
together
Patented

Arlington

© 1994,/REV2006 Arlington Industries, Inc.

R

R
R

Patented.
Other patents pending.

Scranton, PA 18517
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CSA listed with
grounding lugs
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TOOLS FOR THE TRADE//

Diesel gensets offering 2–4MW
Powered by the new Cat®
C175 centreline engine
BY ANTHONY CAPKUN
ou don’t always get the chance to
see inside the minds of corporate
executives, but after visiting the
Caterpillar Engine Plant in
Lafayette, Ind., I honestly cannot say when
the last time was that I saw such enthusiasm and excitement about a new product.
The folks at Caterpillar had shipped in
a select group of editors for a special
unveiling of their new engine, the C175,
which they plan on partnering with generator sets first and foremost. We were
brought in from the United Kingdom
and far-off Singapore. Representing
Canada was Electrical Business.
Building on the success of its 3500 series
of gensets, Caterpillar Electric Power
Division (Cat EPD) introduced a new

Y

family of diesel-fueled gensets in the
2–4MW power range, which are powered by the new Cat® C175 centreline
engine—the first to offer up to 4MW of
power in a single high-speed package.

New engine for a new tomorrow
“The new Cat C175 has been specifically
engineered to address the current and
future needs of the worldwide electric
power industry,” said William J. Rohner,
vice-president of Cat EPD. “It is the result
of extensive customer research to identify
key product benefits sought by our engine
and generator set customers.”
The new family of diesel gensets is
designed for standby, prime, continuous and
load management applications requiring

a large amount of
power in industry segments,
including healthcare, commercial, institutional,
government, public services, data centres, energy utilities, manufacturing, industrial, logistics
and communications. In addition, the C175
gensets provide emissions compliance without
sacrificing on power density or fuel economy.
I asked Walt Bradbury, GM North America
Electric Power (Cat EPD), where he saw the new
C175 genset fitting into the Canadian landscape.
No stranger to our market, he told me that, in just
electric power, there are major standby opportunities, particularly with the financial community
and its data centres. “High tech is reinvesting;
power demands for servers have gone up, but
standby power had not kept up,” he explained.
Another suitable target for this technology are
off-grid communities, to which Caterpillar sells
“a lot of [prime power].”
He explained mining sites could really benefit
from the C175. “Diesel is a perfect fit, and seeing
as it’s expensive to get fuel to where you need it,
the C175’s fuel efficiency really pays off,” said
Bradbury. Over 10 years, the C175 should save
you over $3 million in fuel. “Ultimately, the
C175 delivers two things, depending on the
customer. If you’re a prime power customer,
you’ll benefit from its reliability and efficiency.
If you’re a standby customer, you’ll benefit from
its cost and power, as well as its reliability,” he said.
Ron Smith, the engineering manager for the
C175 platform, said electricians will appreciate
the ease that comes with installing electrical controls, not to mention the ease of modifications.
The engine was built from the ground up, with
all-new thinking. This is why Caterpillar explored
new materials in its construction, using stronger
metals to achieve better power density. The
company has about 30 C175s scattered across
the globe, from Peru to Madagascar, collecting
information as the company continues to finesse
its product. (Caterpillar will have collected well
over 100,000-hours worth of information before
full-scale production commences.)

Adding on to the C175
Besides the gensets, explained Bradbury, Caterpillar
offers switches, UPS, financing, extended warranty,
smaller footprint through power density, and Cat
switchgear with user-friendly interfaces. “The
result,” he said, “is a generation system that can
be counted on under the most difficult of loads.”
The C175 is combined with the new SR5
generator, which comes with up to three breakers

on a package
(moulded and insulated case breakers, top or bottom cable entry). The operator controls can be field-relocated to any side (left, right
or rear) with one location for all customer
wiring (left, right or rear).
The SR5 generator––available in low, medium
and high voltages––has been specifically designed
for the C175 engine platform. Its insulation system meets Class H system requirements, has twothirds pitch and features the Cat digital voltage
regulator with microprocessor-based VAR/power
factor control and direct three-phase sensing.
The SR5 features either a traditional permanent
magnet excitation or a new internal excitation
option. The internal excitation is capable of 300%
short circuit and replaces self-excitation as the
low-cost alternative to a permanent magnet with
equivalent performance.
Other SR5 features include two-thirds pitch
and IP23 particle ingress protection. The C175
controls package includes a standard electronic
modular control panel (EMCP) 3 control system
that offers enhanced monitoring and controls
while providing flexibility and site-specific configurations. The EMCP 3 controller combines
engine and generator control and monitoring
into a single, digital panel for quick-key access
to engine and generator controls, diagnostics
and operating information. It communicates
over a common J1939 package network and has
modbus communication capability.
The genset also incorporates a transfer switch
of 40A to 4000A, 600V capability that can parallel
directly to the utility, and comes with UL, IEC
and CSA ratings. The switchgear employs moving
master technology; it occupies a small footprint
and operates in several modes. All Cat integrated
systems share the same protocol.
PointGuard is a 24-hour remote monitoring
and data management tool offered through Cat
dealers that boasts a straightforward user interface. The Cat UPS is unique in that its primary
component is a flywheel inverter that spins at
7700 rpm and stores enough energy for 13 seconds
(no batteries required). Cat co-developed this
technology with Active Power of Texas. The UPS
also conditions power, adding no noise or energy
transformations to the power.

For what it’s worth
Those thinking about a prime or standby power
solution that is environmentally friendly and boasts
a small footprint should really talk to their local
Cat dealer about the C175 genset. It may not be
the right solution for all 2–4MW applications
(nothing is), but it sure comes close.

Dying for news but can't wait for the next issue of Electrical Business to mail out?
Visit EBmag.com and sign up for E-Line: Your Industry News Broadcast, the Electrical
Business newsletter that appears directly in your Inbox every month between issues.
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE //
PRODUCTS FOR LIGHTING APPLICATIONS
Fluorescent high-bay
Day-Brite Lighting’s FBF is a fluorescent high-bay
designed to meet the demands of industrial environments. Available with T5/HO or T8 lamps, the
FBF features Miro 4 reflectors and a solid, one-piece
body design with optional uplight. The variety of
mounting methods and accessories allow this luminaire to be used in numerous applications.
101 Thomas Lighting Canada

Power packs for lighting control
Watt Stopper/Legrand has added two new full-featured products
to its line of power packs and power supplies. The BD-100 is a DIN
rail-mounted device while the BZ-480 switches two-phase loads. The
former is available in two models: the BD-100E-P, with hold-ON and
hold-OFF, and the BD-100M for manual-ON applications. The BD-100E-P’s
hold-OFF capability can be used to perform load shedding, and is ideal for
open office areas. The hold-ON function is ideal for retail and commercial
facilities that want to ensure certain lighting remains on during normal
business hours. The BD-100M’s manual-ON capabilities are well suited
for applications where users require manual ON/OFF, while retaining
automatic-OFF control. Both versions of the BD-100 are UL and CE rated
for domestic and international use. The BZ-480 is also available in two
models, the BZ-480-I for internal fixture mounting and the BZ-480-E
for external mounting. Both models feature two-phase high-voltage
load switching capabilities and provide operating voltage for occupancy sensors and other control devices. BZ-480 applications include warehouses, gymnasiums, parking structures, and other industrial areas.
102 Watt Stopper/Legrand

HID lighting fixtures

High-efficiency T5 ballasts
Intended for use with F28T5 lamps, Universal Lighting’s AccuStart5 T5 ballasts
aim to help users maximize their energy savings from high-performance T5
luminaries. They are available with two different ballast factor options—0.95
and 1.15—to allow for flexibility in lighting design layouts. The ballasts also
feature programmed-start technology for long lamp life, universal input voltage (120V to 277V) and end-of-lamp life shutdown circuitry with auto-reset.
AccuStart5 is suitable for offices, classrooms, conference rooms and other
applications where new T5 fixtures are specified.
104 Universal Lighting Technologies

Intermatic’s HID lighting solutions
include the company’s timer switches,
control panels and photocells for
total lighting management of most
residential, commercial or industrial
applications. All HID fixtures are cUL
listed for wet locations and come with
a limited one-year warranty. Visually
appealing and informative packaging helps
electrical contractors and distributors select the
appropriate unit for the task at hand. HID categories
include: wall packs (MH and HPS from 35W to 400W);
floodlights (MH and HPS from 35W to 400W); dusk-to-dawn lights (mercury
vapour [MV] and HPS from 150W to 175W); quartz floodlights (from 150W to
500W); canopy lights (150W HPS); and wall fixture with photocell (70W HPS).
105 Intermatic Inc.

Dimmable pulse-start lamp
Venture’s 320W e-Lamp is
intended for dimming
applications and daylight
harvesting. The lamp has
an average rated lamp life
of more than 20,000 hours,
features a colour temperature of 4000K and has a
colour rendering index of 65. It features patented formed body arc tube
technology, and all e-Lamp products contain a protective quartz shroud to
contain hot particles within the lamp in the event of an arc tube rupture.
The 320W e-Lamp employs the company’s shrouded UV Shield® technology to reduce yellowing or fading of merchandise and signage by
blocking out nearly all ultraviolet rays. It is also rated ANSI Type-O,
allowing for continuous operation without weekly shutdowns. The
dimming capabilities of the lamp allow for continuous dimming down
to 35% when used with Venture-approved electronic ballasts.
103 Venture Lighting
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Designed for everyday use in the field and on the go, most
would agree that the rugged PT-1650 P-touch® electronic
labeller is an organizational marvel.
It can create labels on a variety of tape sizes and colour
combinations in seconds. And, using Brother’s unique TZ tape
technology, the PT-1650 creates scratchproof labels that can
withstand sunlight, oils, chemicals and friction. So they’re ideal
for a whole range of industrial and manufacturing applications.

For more information, please call 1-877-BROTHER
(1-877-276-8437) or visit our website at www.brother.ca
Brother and its logo are trademarks of Brother Industries, Ltd., Japan. All specifications are subject to change
without prior notice. All registered trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective companies.
© 2005 Brother Industries, Ltd. Nagoya, Japan. © 2005 Brother International Corporation (Canada) Ltd.
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE //
Portable GFCIs
McGill offers a line of portable GFCIs that
safeguard operators of power tools, drills,
washers and other electrical equipment
from the dangers of shock and accidental
start-ups. Compact, rugged and lightweight, the GFCIs are suitable for use on
both indoor and outdoor jobsites. You can
choose from six unique 15A and 20A,
120V and 240V, 60Hz models, including
an 11-in. cord set, tri-tap receptacles,
in-line GFCIs and a GFCI-protected quad
box. UL listed and CSA approved, these
devices interrupt electrical power when
loads have a ground current exceeding 4 mA to 6 mA. Manual reset of the trip
indicator prevents unmonitored equipment from restarting following a GFCI
condition or a power failure. A built-in suppresser keeps radio frequency interference from tripping the device, and TEST and RESET buttons are recessed to
protect against accidental actuation.
106 McGill Electrical Product Group (EGS Ltd.)

mm. A Data Hold feature can freeze measurements on the large
digital display while Auto Power-Off saves battery life. Both devices
come with a one-year, no-hassle warranty.
107 Meterman Test Tools

Power distribution units

Voltage tester and clamp meter
Meterman’s VT500 voltage tester uses its bright LEDs to instantaneously indicate
five different levels of voltage (from 12V to 400V) and offers GFCI-test capability.
The VT500 typically loops around a user’s neck, freeing both hands to hold the
unit and test lead. Requiring no batteries, the device is UL safety listed and fully
contained. Also from Meterman, the compact AC50 clamp meter measures low
AC currents to measure ground conductors for leakage current down to 10 mA.
It also offers resistance measurement, a continuity beeper, and Min/Max and relative-value measurements. Though compact, the AC50 has a jaw opening of 30

MGE UPS Systems Inc.’s switched power distribution units (PDUs)
incorporate amp metering, which allows network administrators
to conveniently turn on/off up to 16 outlets, reboot individual
equipment and monitor current and voltage—all from a remote
location. The PDUs provide a way to distribute power from UPSs to
connected rack equipment. Users can remotely access, configure
and control the switched PDUs through MGE’s Web browser, command line interface, SNMP or Telnet interfaces. Accurate, real-time
measurement of the cumulative load current can be seen either on
the PDU’s LED readout or through the secure browser. All models
include NEMA standard twist-lock input connectors and NEMA 20A
or IEC C13 (model RSNM-T16-202 only) output receptacles.
108 MGE UPS Systems Inc.

Speaker cables for residential applications

Belden’s HomeChoice® TruAudioT Speaker cables are suitable for
indoor, outdoor and buried residential applications. The cables are
manufactured using oxygen-free, high-conductivity copper conductors and a polyolefin dielectric to help them transmit a pure sound
with good high-frequency response. Installers of the speaker cable
will benefit from its brightly coloured satin PVC jackets and easyto-read identification of room and zone, as well as ascending and
descending sequential footage markings. In addition, TruAudio
cables are flexible and easy to pull, simplifying installation.
109 Belden CDT Electronics Division

THE APRIL ISSUE OF

Home automation solutions

is the Meet Show Issue

Bonus Distribution at Meet 2006
Special Pricing on Advertising

Colorado vNet has launched two new
products for the home: their namesake Home Automation System (HAS)
and TP1-1D touchpad. HAS is a distributed intelligence solution designed
to operate without a central computer.
Instead, it operates with control, input
and communication modules linked by
a high-performance bus. Controlling
virtually anything motorized, homeowners can self-monitor and alter the
scalable system’s behaviour via the
Internet. The touchpad’s user interface
is a hybrid between a touchscreen and keypad, and is designed to
interact with the home automation system. It uses capacitive technology to react and execute commands based on a single touch or
the duration of a touch.
110 Colorado vNet

Insulated wire stripper/cutter

Contact Bill Begin
905-713-4335
bbegin@clbmedia.ca
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Klein introduced its first insulated Klein-Kurve®
tool—a multi-function insulated wire stripper/cutter with curved handles. The tool is
designed to cut, strip, loop and gauge both
solid and stranded wire while providing
added protection against shock from
energized sources up to 1000V.
Measuring 8-in. long and with easy-toread gauge markings on both sides,
this tool strips both 10–18 solid and
12–20 stranded AWG wire, and cleanly
shears 6-32 and 8-32 screws. The tool features
curved handles with comfortable, bright-orange grips, two layers
of insulation to protect against electric shock, and integral guards
to prevent hand contact with conductive parts. The handle’s
thick, tough high-dielectric white inner coating is bonded to
the tool, and the orange outer coating is flame retardant and
impact resistant.
111 Klein Tools

PRODUCT SHOWCASE //
Fence post and gate bonding
ERICO® offers both mechanical
and exothermic jumpers to
properly bond fence posts and
gates. Eritech® flexible jumpers
are attached via Cadweld®
exothermic connections to the
fence post or gate, and are
available in a flexible #2, 2/0
and 4/0 AWG. The jumpers,
made from welding cable, offer
both conductor flexibility and
strand protection.A Cadweld
exothermic connection lasts
the life of the conductor, and
will not loosen, corrode or increase in resistance. When Cadweld
connections cannot be made due to the presence of aluminum
pipe or thin-walled steel posts, the Eritech ground clamp solves
fence-grounding issues. The U-bolt clamps are pre-fabricated with
the jumpers applied via Cadweld welded connections directly
to the lugs. The clamps, made of tinned electrolytic copper, are
available for 1-in. to 4-in. nominal pipe sizes (larger sizes
available via special order).
112 ERICO

working loose from a terminal. The new models, 8200-L and 8300-L, offer the
same rugged construction and reliability as Leviton’s 8200/8300 series duplex
receptacles. They include three (black, white and green) 6-in. #12 AWG THHN wire
leads, a heavy-gauge, locked-in wraparound strap, dual drive pins, and a die-cast
centre bushing for added strength. Large triple-wipe brass ‘T’ contacts assure
superior contact and conductivity. Receptacle bodies and covers are made from
impact-resistant thermoplastic, and come in seven different face plate colours.
These are available in either 15A or 20A straight-blade models, with two-pole,
three-wire grounding, and phosphor bronze contacts.
113 Leviton Manufacturing Co.

Watertight hubs for hazardous
and wet installations
Appleton’s watertight hubs securely connect
rigid electrical conduit or IMC to threadless
openings in an enclosure. Designed for use
in or out of doors, they meet requirements
for hazardous locations, such as chemical and
petrochemical plants, and other areas where
flammable vapours, gases or combustible

dusts are present. UL listed and CSA certified, the hubs feature a rugged, corrosionresistant metallic construction to ensure mechanical protection, with a die-cast
design that offers clean lines and aesthetic appeal. To prevent wire abrasion, the
hubs have an insulated throat rated up to 105°C. They are available in sizes of 0.5-in.
to 4-in., and in a grounding version. In addition to standard grey, they are available
in a chrome-plated finish.
114 Appleton (EGS Electrical Group)

Motor and drive troubleshooting kit
Fluke has introduced a kit
designed to equip electricians
and technicians with the tools
necessary to quickly and easily
troubleshoot motor and variable frequency drive (VFD)
electrical problems. In a single
rugged case, the 1587/MDT
combines a Fluke 1587 insulation multimeter, an i400 current clamp and a 9040 phase rotation meter.
115 Fluke Electronics Canada

Hospital-grade wire lead receptacles
Leviton has expanded its line
of industrial wiring devices
with two hospital-grade wire
lead receptacles. Pre-wired
at the factory, they allow for
streamlined installation, saving both money and time.
The leaded receptacles also
provide an extra margin of safety,
since there is no chance of the leads

APPRENTICESHIP.
A Smart Investment.

Be sure to check out
EBmag.com for even more
exciting new electrical
products and systems
for industrial, commercial,
institutional and
residential applications,
not to mention tools for
getting the job done!

AMBITION, WILLINGNESS TO LEARN AND HARD WORK got you where you are today. Now, you can build on these
qualities – and build your business – by hiring and training apprentices. A motivated and skilled workforce goes a long
way towards ensuring your competitive advantage and maintaining a healthy bottom line. Apprentices’ knowledge and
skills – coupled with the on-the-job training – makes for a profitable and smart investment for your business.
Visit www.careersintrades.ca today. Find out how apprenticeship can help you build your business.
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LIBRARY //
For more information, enter the number on the card in this issue
More Options. More Brains.
More Brawn. Less Waste.

Beghelli Canada Inc.’s TEMPESTA luminaire won the prestigious Gold Award at
the IIDEX-NeoCon 2005 in the lighting
category for its commitment to innovation and design. Tempesta Luminaire is
designed and built to meet stringent
specifications in such markets as schools,
hospitals, hotels, and financial institutions. The Tempesta’s high output lens
and reflector allow for greater fixture-tofixture spacing and even distribution of
light. For more information on Beghelli
Emergency Lighting please contact:

BRADY's new handheld labelling system has
everything it takes to make you an
Identification Expert! The IDXPERT is the first
handheld cartridge based labelling system
that can print die-cut labels, self-laminating
labels and sleeves as well as continuous
tapes...You name it IDXPERT prints it!
Choose from two keyboard layouts, then
select from a wide range of label materials
engineered just for your application. That
includes wire and cable markers; panel, rack
and frame ID; facilities labels; and specialty
labels for labs and work spaces.

33

Brady
Tel: 1-800-263-6179
Fax: 800-387-4935
www.bradycanada.com

34

Superior Flexible Conduits, A Canadian
owned and operated manufacturer of
metallic flexible conduits, prides itself
on being a company as flexible as its
products. Superior excels at workmanship and exemplary customer service,
offering standard and specialized
unique products for the electrical
industry. Find out more about our customized product line….
We invite you to contact us with your
inquiries and visit our website.

36

Superior
905-355-2959
www.superiorflex.com
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40

STANDARD Products Inc.
1-(800) 361-6965 Dial option #1
marketing@standardpro.com
www.standardpro.com
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Virtual Police Technology Canada Inc.
(866) 991-5999
www.virtualpolice.net

43

Thomas & Betts Limited
(450) 347-5318
www.tnb-canada.com

The RSi SX series is a family of modular high performance sensorless vector drives which feature the easiest
programming on the market today.
Standard are the Nema 1,12 enclosures, Modbus RTU (optional device
net, metasys communication), built in
DB resistor and a wide variety of
inputs and outputs.

41

Hammond Manufacturing offers thousands of Industrial, Commercial and
Datacom enclosure solutions. We can
cross our products to other major suppliers and provide service and quality
second to none.
Email us today to request our full product catalog or visit our website for
more information.

44

Hammond Manufacturing
Tel: 519-822-2960
ebinfo@hammfg.com
www.hammfg.com

Wunpeece Duct Spacer
The Wunpeece Spacer is the ideal duct
spacer for all concrete encased duct
bank projects. The Wunpeece replaces
traditional base and intermediate duct
spacers. With its sturdy one piece construction and snap-in design, field
assembly is significantly reduced and
labor can be cut by as much as 50% on
installation. Additionally, with only one
item to order, inventory hassles are
eliminated.

Northern Cables Inc. provides custom
interlocked armor services on other
manufactured cores supplied by the
customer. The most common materials
for armor are aluminum or galvanized
steel. Choice of material thickness and
grade can vary depending on the physical properties required by the end user.
Other materials are available upon
request.

Northern Cables Inc.
888-524-5050
info@northerncables.com
www.northerncables.com

Benshaw Canada
Tel: 519-291-5112
Fax: 519-291-2595
www.benshaw.com

Industrial, Commercial &
Datacom Enclosures

Custom Armoring,
Jacketing and Special
Constructions:

46

GE Consumer & Industrial Lighting
905-849-2913
Cllnfocdn@ge.com
www.gelighting.com

RSi SX Series

ExpressTray® Expanded product line
– updated catalogue
The fast track in cable management
systems is now even faster.
New product innovations include the
QuikLok™ profile tray and the TabLok™
bracket support system. The patented
QuikLok tray profile connects lengths of
tray at record speed with no tools or hardware required. TabLok™ profiles require no
hardware when attaching to tray and are
available in straight lengths, center-hung
assemblies, “L”and “J”style brackets.

EYE HALOGEN
The CHOICE in Halogen
How important is QUALITY?
When visually inspecting a halogen light bulb,
it is difficult to distinguish any difference in
quality. Poor quality becomes apparent only
during the operation. A low quality halogen
light bulb can damage your fixture and provide
substandard performance.
EYE Halogen lamps are Japanese
made lamps with the highest
quality standards.
For more information or to locate your local
distributor, please contact:

45

All GE Ecolux® 2’, 3’and 4’T5, T8, and T12
lamps pass the TCLP limits in the USA
and pass Ontario’s and Quebec’s new
stricter limit of 0.1 mg/liter. While lamp
recycling is always recommended,
Ecolux® lamps provide users in Ontario
and Quebec with the option of recycling
or landfill disposal. Lamps that pass
TCLP testing are not considered
hazardous waste.

If you are interested in increasing your
video surveillance business a Virtual
Police Authorized Business Partnership
should be in your plans.

Thomas & Betts’ EZ-Ground™ gridground compression connectors provide quick, reliable connections for
grid grounding while significantly
reducing installation costs. Designed
for direct burial, EZ-Ground connectors
offer a safe, efficient alternative to
exothermic welding products, do not
require explosive charges, can be
installed in various climatic conditions
and meet all applicable standards
(IEEE #837, UL #467, CSA 22.2).

Thomas & Betts Limited
(450) 347-5318
www.tnb-canada.com

Ruud Lighting Canada
1-800-473-1234
sales@ruud.ca
www.ruud.ca

BROTHER INTERNATIONAL
1-877-BROTHER (1-877-276-8437)
www.brother.ca

GE Ecolux®, TCLP Testing and The
Environment

If you are looking to increase your CCTV
sales and profit in the growing video
surveillance market, you need the right
partner backing you every step of they
way. Virtual Police has created the program for you. To give our dealers that
extra edge to secure new business, Virtual
Police introduces the Authorized
Business Partner Program.

EZ-Ground™ Compression Grounding
Connectors

42
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For catalog information on the Aviator
series and to get information on your
local Canadian agent for Ruud Lighting
please contact us.

Model 6300 was designed to perform
all of the necessary 3 phase power
measurements with selectable integration times. The internal nonvolatile memory is provided for nonstop recording of up to 10 days. This
model also accepts compact flash
memory cards is USB friendly, and
is designed to safety standard
IEC 61010-1 CAT III 600V.

RHC & Association
Tel: 905-828-6221
Fax: 905-828-6408
info@rhctest.com

Designed for everyday use in the field and on
the go, most would agree that the rugged
PT-1650 P-touch® electronic labeller is an
organizational marvel.
It can create labels on a variety of tape sizes
and colour combinations in seconds. And,
using Brother's unique TZ tape technology,
the PT-1400 creates scratchproof labels that
can withstand sunlight, oils, chemicals and
friction. So they're ideal for a whole range of
industrial and manufacturing applications.

Ruud Lighting Canada introduces a
sleek new dayform in the Aviator site
light. Great lines combine with terrific
full-cutoff performance. 7-year finish
warranty, 3-year electrical warranty!
Ruud Lighting Canada sells only to electrical and lighting distributors.

Kyoritsu Compact Power
Meter

39

Beghelli Canada Inc.
1-877-358-9638
sales@beghellicanada.com
www.beghellicanada.com

WRITTEN PROOF THAT YOU'RE
ORGANIZED.
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Underground Devices Inc.
Call (800) 800-2118,
or visit www.udevices.com
for more information

MARKETPLACE //
For more information, enter the number on the card in this issue

WANTED
Molded Case Circuit Breakers. New & Used, All Brands. Motor
Control & MCC. Buckets in A&B, S.D. & W.H. & C.H.

RAYLEW
POWER SYSTEMS INC.

Please call, email or fax Ralph Falvo with your list.

Always buying and selling used Generator sets
and power equipment

FALVO ELECTRICAL SUPPLY LTD.
5838-87A St., Edmonton, Alberta
1-800-661-8892
780-466-8078 Fax 780-468-1181
email: rjf@falvo.com

Contact: Neil O. Lewis
Ph: 1-800-385-4421
Edmonton, Alberta
Email: neil@raylewpower.com
www.raylewpower.com
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Electrical Design/Simulation Software

EB MARKETPLACE

The Constructor- Logix & PLC Training

Your source to
• buy or sell
• promote a product
• search for an employee • advertise a job opening
• advertise a course
at great rates!

-Ladder logic, Electrical Circuit & control.
Tutorial Software-MC Trainer-CLX Trainer
-PLC w/ Logix Trainer and Logix Pro Simulator.
-PocketCAD-Take CAD with you.
-Process Control Training/Simulation Software

Waltech Associates

Over 18,000 coast to coast distribution!

EB MARKETPLACE....
your market... covered!

Tel. 905-336-7664 Fax 905-632-5597
e-mail: info@waltechassociates.com
www. waltechassociates.com

Contact Bill Begin at 905-713-4335
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General Electric is a global leader and market-leading manufacturer
of Lighting & Electrical Distribution
Specification Engineer
2 openings - Toronto and Vancouver
• Influence key architects, engineers and designers within the
specification community to use GE Industrial & Lighting products and
secure specification sales for new construction and renovation products
• Define, assess and close growth opportunities at new and existing
consultants within the key strategic market segments

Qualifications
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge of industrial and/or lighting products with industry segments
Engineering degree
3-5 years engineering experience
Project Management
Outstanding relationship building skills

Email resumes to lama.younes@ge.com
INFO NO. 29
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CODE FILE //

CEC tricksters
everal of the rules in the Canadian
Electrical Code are quite complicated,
requiring our closest attention to get
them right. This article discusses two
of them: 28-604 for motor disconnects and
4-004 for underground conductor ampacities.

S

RULE 28-604:
Location of Disconnecting Means
Rules 28-604(1) and (2) deal with the location
of disconnects for motor circuits, while Rules
28-604(3) and (4) cover disconnections of
motors and motor controllers.
Rule 28-604(1) specifies that a motor circuit disconnect (circuit breaker or switch)
must be located at a point of supply (such
as a motor control centre or distribution panel).
It goes on to say that when the motor circuit
disconnect also serves as the disconnect for
the motor and its controller, the motor circuit
disconnect must be located within 9 m and in
sight of the motor and its controller.
However, the disconnect may also be
located beyond 9 m and out of sight of the
motor and its controller when the motor
circuit disconnect is so arranged that it can be
locked OPEN and labelled to identify all of
the loads it supplies. But there is an exception:
Rule 28-602(2) specifies that when a drawout circuit breaker is used to isolate a highvoltage motor (above 750V), the draw-out
circuit-breaker must be within 9 m and in
sight of the motor and its controller.
Rule 28-604(3) tells us that, except for

Rules 28-604 and 4-004

air-conditioning and refrigeration, the disconnect for a motor and its controller must
be located within 9 m and in sight of both
the motor and its controller.
Rule 28-604(4) provides an alternative to
this requirement, stating that when a motor
circuit disconnect cannot be locked OPEN,
and an across-the-line manual motor starter
is used as a disconnect, the starter may be
located beyond 9 m and out of sight of the
motor so long as the starter can be locked
OPEN and is designed to safely interrupt
the locked rotor current of the connected
load. This option applies only when the
installation of a disconnect within 9 m and
in sight is impracticable.

4-004:
Ampacities of Wires and Cables
More complicated requirements, Rules
4-004(1)(d) and (2)(d) provide the allowable
ampacities for copper and aluminum
underground conductors 1/0AWG and larger.
Although the rules are supported by sketches
and tables, great care is nonetheless required
to ensure the rules are interpreted correctly.
1. Permissible underground cable configurations are located in Appendix B. The
tables that provide allowable ampacities
relating to the cable configurations are
located in Appendix D. (It would be easier if both the cable sketches and their
related tables were placed in the same
appendix, preferably on facing pages.)

2. Four sets of underground cable configurations—in single and parallel conductor
arrangements, directly buried and in
underground duct banks—are covered
in Appendix B.
3. There are 16 tables that provide maximum
allowable ampacities, four for each set of
cable configurations as follows:
• Eight A tables for single and multiple
conductors supplying non-continuous
or continuous loads when not connected
to any electrical equipment containing
fuses or circuit breakers.
• Eight B tables for single and multiple
conductors supplying continuous loads

that may be connected to electrical equipment containing fuses or circuit breakers.
These arrangements also provide separate
tables for copper and aluminum conductors.
To conclude, refer to Tables 1 and 2, as they
serve to simplify the interpretation of the
rules for underground conductors. Table A
covers continuous loads other than those
connected to a service box, fusible switch,
circuit breaker or panelboard, or non-continuous loads connected to a service box,
fusible switch, circuit breaker or panelboard. Table B addresses continuous loads
connected to a service box, fusible switch,
circuit breaker or panelboard.

TABLE A

TABLE B

Table
D8A
D9A
D10A
D11A
D12A
D13A
D14A
D15A

Configuration
B4-1 Direct Buried
B4-1 Direct Buried
B4-2 Duct Bank
B4-2 Duct Bank
B4-3 Direct Buried
B4-3 Direct Buried
B4-4 Duct Bank
B4-4 Duct Bank

Conductors
Single Copper
Single Aluminum
Single Copper
Single Aluminum
Multiple Copper
Multiple Aluminum
Multiple Copper
Multiple Aluminum

Always consult the electrical
inspection authority in your
province/territory for more
specific interpretations.
Questions and answers compiled
by Ted Olechna and Gary Gilbert

Tackle the Code Conundrum... if you dare

So, you think you know the electrical code, eh? Well, we’ll soon find out if you’re an electrical code junkie or downright code-clueless.
Take a look at the following questions and check your answers online at www.ebmag.com, or in April’s Electrical Business.
Question 1: Receptacles shall be permitted to be
located in floors provided they are equipped with
metal cover plates.
a) True b) False

Question 2: The Ontario Electrical Safety Code
permits circuit conductors to a 347V lighting
switch to be installed in a surface raceway when
renovating an existing installation.

Question 3: The bonding conductor for
the metal parts of pools shall be permitted
to be of aluminum.
a) True b) False

a) True b) False

Answers to Code Conundrum Electrical Business February 2006
Question 1: Airport series lighting systems shall
be installed with a ground counterpoise.
Answer: b) True. Rule 74-008 Series Lighting
Systems states series lighting systems shall be
installed with a ground counterpoise.

Question 2: Circuits supplying electric cranes
operating over combustible fibres in Class III
hazardous locations shall not be grounded.
Answer: a) True. Rule 10-110 Electric Crane
Circuits states circuits supplying electric cranes
operating over combustible fibres in Class III
hazardous locations shall not be grounded.

Question 3: Isolating switches shall be
permitted to be located so as to require
the use of a ___ to operate them.
Answer: b) hook stick. Subrule 26-100(1)
Location of Isolating Switches states isolating
switches shall be permitted to be located
so as to require the use of a hook stick
to operate them.

HOW DID YOU DO?
3 of 3 = Not only are you smart, you love to show off.
2 of 3 = You’re pretty smart, but you still missed one.

1 of 3 = Your understanding of these questions is not up to code.
0 of 3 = Did you come up with your answers by playing Eenie, Meenie, Minie, Moe?

EB Code Conundrum brought to you by...
A trusted ECA advisor for over 12 years.
Group Benefits • Group Retirement Plans • Executive Pensions

teamservice@skipwithassoc.ca

Port Perry: 905.985.8648 or 800.661.9023
Barrie: 705.734.6279 or 866.529.2988
The ECA association plan is exclusive to the electrical industry and ECA membership partners.
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BY LES STOCH, P.Eng.

Table
D8B
D9B
D10B
D11B
D12B
D13B
D14B
D15B

Configuration
B4-1 Direct Buried
B4-1 Direct Buried
B4-2 Duct Bank
B4-2 Duct Bank
B4-3 Direct Buried
B4-3 Direct Buried
B4-4 Duct Bank
B4-4 Duct Bank

Conductors
Single Copper
Single Aluminum
Single Copper
Single Aluminum
Multiple Copper
Multiple Aluminum
Multiple Copper
Multiple Aluminum

Reading someone else's copy
of Electrical Business?
Visit EBmag.com and click SUBSCRIBE!
Chances are you qualify for a FREE SUBSCRIPTION.
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FERRULES - FERRULES !!

FREE WIRE DUCT SAMPLES*

See Techspan at
Manitoba Electrical Showcase
Winnipeg Convention Centre
April 5, 6

 Safer connection of stranded wire
Single, Double Wire, Non-Insulated
Full Range of tools to meet each budget and volume

Available in white, grey, wide finger, & narrow finger
CSA approved. Top European quality. PVC or Noryl
Accessories- rivets, dividers, cross-arms, label holders

www.techspan.biz/te/ferrule

We Sell Through Distributors from Coast to Coast

*For CSA approved shops only. Simply type in the web link below,
fill in the free sample order form, fax it to us, and we’ll have our
local stocking distributor deliver the samples to you at no charge.

1-800-363-1588
Fax: 905-820-6142
Mississauga, ON

www.techspan.biz/te/freeduct

INFO NO. 48

1-800-363-1588
Fax: 905-820-6142

POWER DISTRIBUTION
BLOCKS

e-mail: sales@techspan.on.ca

See Techspan at
MEET Electrical Show
Moncton
May 3, 4

INFO NO. 49

TERMINAL BLOCKS
AND STRIPS

Stock only
single pole.
They snap
together
easily to
make multipole units.

 Huge selection from 14 AWG to 500 MCM
 CSA approved, tin plated aluminum connectors
 Single and double primary line sides
 Up to 12 secondary outlets on load side

www.techspan.biz/te/power

90% of shipments made same day
1-800-363-1588
Fax: 905-820-6142

CSA approved
Great selection, price, and delivery
Many sizes for various cable gages

www.techspan.biz/te/blocks

Cross-reference 15,000 competitor part numbers
1-800-363-1588
Mississauga, ON

e-mail: sales@techspan.on.ca
INFO NO. 50

INFO NO. 51

INFO NO. 52

